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A NEW POLITICAL SUNRISE.

THE ROMERO FAM1 LY HAS

M

BEEN WELL CARED FOR BY
OLD GUAR B AT ALL
THERE HAS SCARCELY

BEEN

BER OF INTERESTING

YEAR

IN RECENT

OUTFIT HAS NOT HAD

HAND

GOVERNMENT

OF THE ROMEROS

s:i?

UNITED STATES PREPARING

&

TO ENTER IN NICARAGUA
WITH MANY SOLDIERS

THIS

W

DECADES WHEN SOME MEM-

MIGUEL COUNTY HAS BEEN LONG

BARREL-S- AN
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BLUE JACKETS AND

BE SENT

OF FOREIGNERS

TO TINY REPUBLIC

TO

AND KEEP RAILROADS AND

SHIPPINGS FROM BEINS DESTROYED BY COMBATANTS

SUFFERING.

SENATOR

FOR

BACON DECLARES PLOT IS

UNEARTHED TO GRAB CUSTOM

RECEIPTS

jWS:-

Here are some Romero jobs:

21.
N". M., Aug.
Secundino
of
confirmation
Romero by the senate yesterday to be
V. S. marshal for New Mexico adds
but another fat office to the long list
of pork barrel jobs that the Romero
family has fallen heir to at the hands
of the Old Guard republican machine.
San Miguel county in the main, has
furnished most of the Romero jobs
until it came to be almost a case of
"a government of the Romeros, for
the Romeros and by the Romeros,"
so far as this section was concerned.
It is surprising when the long list
of profitable jobs held by the Romero
family between 18S5 and the present
time is compiled. In fact it becomes
when the estimated revamazing
enues from public office to the Romero family is computed. In all, it is

WILL

TECT LIVES AND PROPERTY

THE ROMEROS ANO BY THE ROMEROS
Fast Las Vegas,

MARINES

t

tinted by means of which the
S
Officials believe 2,000 will lie a
t'ovcrnment was to furnish agents
sufficient number of men to pro- X with authority to collect the customs
$40,000.
of Nicaragua and to use the
Americans and their prop- proceeds
,
assessor,
Eugenio Romero,
X erty and keep the railroad open.
to pay certain loans to be made by
$14,000.
V The line, which
is American
American
The senate
capitalists.
,
II. Romero, sheriff, $14,000.
X owned, rims from Managua
to
tints far has refused to ratify that
Cleofes Romero, deputy collector,
Corinto.
trraty.
f
of emoluments
under Ga- If the rebels took possession
"I Inve not '.lie alis'htest doubt in
baldon, $7,000
V of the railroad all Americans in
the world that with whose authorify
1897-9S- ,
II. Romero, sheriff, $14,000.
he capital would be cut off X I
don't know but with some
Cleofes Romero, deputy
from the principal
on
there has been an effort
seaport
jx
authority
under Montano, $3,000.
V the Pacific.
to accomplish without law that which
The military force
Margarito Romero, collector,
JX is also expected to protect com- they failed to secure by law."
S munication.
In addition to the marines
and
1901-2- ,
Eugenio Romero, collector,
nshorn in Nicaragua from
bluejackets
$14,000.
the three American naval vessels, the
Cleofes Romero, sheriff, $12,000.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 21. Com- Annapolis
and Tacoma,
and the
1908-4- ,
Eugenio Romero, collector,
plete arrangements to throw a force Justin, American Minister Weitel has
$14,000.
t..f two thousand bluejackets end maasked for details at Corinto and a;
Cleofes Romero, sheriff, $12,000.
rines into Nicaragua within ten days San Juan del Sur, both on the west
1903-G- ,
the
here
that
stated
conservatively
to protect foreign lives and property coast. H is necessary to hold these
Eugenio Romero, collector,
ltomero family has secured some- $14,000.
and keep railroad
communication
ports in order that communication,
Cleofes Romero, sheriff, $12,000.
thing like $373 000 in salaries, fees
open fro at the American legation in may be maintained between the cable
1907-S- ,
of various kinds
and emoluments
Eugenio Romero, collector,
Managua to the Pacific coast were stations and the American legation at
through public office since 1SS5 and $14,000.
made today bv the navy department, Managua.
to
revenue
this does not include the
Cleofes Romero, sheriff, $12,000.
Secretary le.vcr today issued rush
The gunboat Denver, under Rush
of the
Cleofes Romero as warden
T. Romero, t'nited States
oulers for the big armored cruiser orders should arrive at Corinto Satstate prison under Governor Mills marshal, $10,000.
California, at San Diego, Calif., to pro- - urday. She wilt land about 150 blueI
nor does it include the term of T. RoS. Romero, district clerk,
t eed
to Panama.
Meanwhile
the jackets,
bringing the total American
mero in congress as delegate from 11 years, $35,000.
transport, Pmirie, has been ordered force ashore up to 700 men. This
the territory nor the four year
Eugenio Romero, member
N".
from
the Portsmouth,
I
II., navy force could be increased if the conterm by Serapio Romero.
of the grant board, $2,000.
yard to Philadelphia to take aboard flict, between the factions in Nicara1905-G- ,
oilIt should be remembered in conEugenio Romero, coal
7,"0 marines and sail on to Colon.
gua continues by a draft of marines
nection with this
list that the inspector, $14,000.
This force will
e sent over the from Mare Island navy yard.
'
amounts are estimated but they are
Present of 1,410 acres to ihe Ro-- VENERABLE HEAD OF SALVATION
Panama
railrtxid to Panama and he
AMERICAN AGENT FOR STEAMSHIP
Senator Bacon's resolution was rewhat, are believed to be
mero heirs by grant for their fight
trkril nn hnnr1 t)m ..cnini- - f'nlifn,.. ferred to a committee to
report on
in every respect and are prob- against the community, $14,000.
TO
COMPANY DISCREDITS REPORT
EXTENSIVE
WILL HAVE
ARMY
and be rushed to San Juan del the probable expense of the
proposed
ably much too small.
Total, $376,000.
Stir and Corinto.
Mena has
General
investigation.
THAT
EFFECT
NO CONFIRMASON SUCFUNERAL SERVICES
Senator Baron, in asking a sena- been notified by American MinisTer
torial invcfi'.k'ation of the landing of Weitzel that Managua is a pTace of
TION YET
JAMES SCHOOLCRAFT SHERMAN HAS
CEEDS KIS FATHER
.be taken caveat in a first class hotel,
maries ami bluejackets in Nicaragua, refuge and that no further bombardBIG JACK ZELIG
land his demand will be granted.
THE NEWS BROKEN TO HIM THAT
scored the state department today ment or hostilities would be
District Attorney Whitman confer.1. l : tor its attitude toward Nicaragua
of
21. Obsequies
Aug.
la.it.,
Aug.
iego,
London,
.
D
UC
n
ft
IC
rftn
red today with Detective William J.
fit 10 U. U f. iinuiurr
rjUiTiiritt rUK vate advices from Mazatlan today an- - during the present Tevolution. declar- commander of the SalFURNISHED GUN MEN i'trnr,.
Philadelphia,
Pa., Aug. 21. Eight,
going over plans for the graft General Booth,
nounce rhat. the Mexican
gun'joat iK that, "the executive uenart'm. nis
i General
investigation which is to be started vation Army, who died last night,
in command of f (Irs government are now, in my hundred marines will sail from tihe
Guerrero,
The word has probably will extend over a week and
by the grand jury.
Commander Oton Blanco, and the judgment, violating the law bv nsine Phiadelphia navy yard next Saturday
for
out that Bl"
Orders directing the
has sllwiied
HE DECLARES THAT HE WAS ARRESTED
Benito Juarez, owned by the tl.p
steamer
nv jtnil ntivv nf ttio T'tiiforl moveNicaragua.
were received at the navy yard
nnman witn startling information the funeral will take place probably FIRST TIME THAT
nave
l acmco,
uei
.Hwera
i.umiiuii,i
states
in
OUUAU
AHM
ANJ
IU
Nicaragua
lULU
BI dlKuNu
and this report has been verified by a August 29 or SO. The lying In state
this afternoon from Washington.
uteii capuueu uy uie reueis. ueorge
The senator read newspaper dis-- .
New Orleans, La.. Aug. 21. GenKILLED
HAVE
OR GD TO n,an in toucl1 wi,h the district att9r
ROSENTHAL
W. Bermaker, American agent for the
is to be at the Salvation Army Con- patches in which a deal is exposed
eral Luis Mena, leader of the revolur.ey.
buildredel
MAN
NAMED
SAME
Navieia
IS
the
hall.
Pacilico,
Compania
gress
largest
Clapton,
to appoint an "American col-- ! tionists in
PRISON.
ceived the report but discredited it. lectors
Ninaragua was seized and
Army.
ing owned by the Salvation
of customs in Nicaragua."
is now held as a prisoner by members
DIAMOND THIEF IS
SalOn the day of the funeral 1,000
Leon Gomez, Mexican consul here
"When litis matter is sifted to the of the liberal party in Leon, accordCAUGHT WITH GOODS. vationists will
New York, Aug. 21. A "John Doe"
admitted that the Guerrero was at
participate in a mass
bottom, " he said, "we will find that ing to wireless messages from
no
The
Mazatlan
but
confirSlierhall.
'has
a
in
S.
service
received
Vice
President
James
underCrystal
larger
police graft inquiry is to be
21
this is ;he reason for American interreceived her today by Juan J.
gan Frandsco Calif
Aug
man, the first man to be twice N mation of the report. The gunboat
taken several weeks before the trials Theft of $20,000 worth of jewelry was Palace may be used.
Zavella, Nicaraguan counsel at New
a
crew of 10S officers and men ference there.
in
nominated
A melodramatic, notice
carries
the
by
republican
posted
"Some time ago a treaty was nego- - Orleans.
of the men charged with the murder admitted to the .police last night by
party for the office he now fills, S and is equipped with four six inch
front of the Sa'vafion Army head- s
of the gambler Herman Rosenthal, it Frank Masse, a butler who was
two
four
inch
and
to
was
home
his
at
notified
guns,
has
according
"The
formally
says:
general
learned today.
i rested as he was
attempting to steal quarters,
here today that he was again the
God is with
laid down his swo-and Madera, state of ChihuaC'ElKpaso,
Preliminary proceedings before Su- - a bicycle. Masse took the officers to us "
N
N choice of a republican nation.
Texas, Aug. 21. -- The Erprandes
to word received here
hua,
according
preine Court Justice Golf are expected his cache and produced a mustard can
not
was
distinction
port was opened today
All flags on Salvation Army head- to strengthen the case against Police containing gems worth $5,000.
today by railway officials. A sinal!
United
the
coinViceStates
said
by
the
troops
me,"
by
sought
ennntrv
nnnrters
thrnntrlinnr
the
have
band of rebels attempted to enter the
Masse confessed, according to tlhe
Lieutenant Becker and the six others
President, after V. S. Senator N n.anded by General E. Z. Stever.
tunnel and was met by a party of
indicted yesterday for the Rosenthal police, that fie had been stealing from bpen
were
Crowds
to
allowed
to
had
the
of
Sutherland
pass
Utah,
George
Messages of cnni'lence are being
federal
Indians on guard.
Yaqtii
killing by unearthing new evidence of different employers for a period of six
Mexican
to
Paso
El
with
notificaX delivered the speech of
city adjacent
of the rebels were killed by
Twelve
police corruption. The John Doe in- - months. The greater part of his loot received from all part of the globe.
!
out the formality of passports. Search-tion, "but, unsolicited, it i? the
Booth"",
William Bramwell
eldest
the Indians, the advices say. The deE. W. Hoptiuiry will cease during the murder was obtained from
I cannot but
nig ot men and women tor arms and struction of the tunnel would
son of the late Wi'Mam Booth, com- S more appreciated.
but will be resumed after they kins,
cripple
in
ammunition
been
which
manhas
as
a
S
vogue
your
message
recognize
mander of the Salvation Army, has
all traffic between Juarez and the city
are concluded. Becker and the oth-- .
N ' for the last few weeks, will be con- I must obey."
date
of Chihuahua.
been appointed head of the army to
rs will be called to plead in court toV
X
s,tinueii, General stever announced.
succeed his father, who died in Lonmorrow.
Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 21. After two
BASEBALL FANS.
The federals ihave no more right to
weeks of almost constant fighting the
don last night from septic poisoning,
The grand jury tomorrow will be
21. Senator pass munitions of war than the rebels
N. Y., Aug
.... .1 ......
I'tica,
r .
r..:..
asked to consider the testimony
of
following an operation for cataract of
Read Giants and Cubs baseball
e m sm o
ro i he
pt by 8
was
of
Vtah,
Sutherland,
spokesman
f
c
,mvp
argono. CORSICAN STOVE IN, BUT WATERtllred
Lad
"jal
time
wiho
some
The
told
his
veteran
of
,he e'e
ago.
"Big Jack" Zelig
war department.
An exodus is utider- game at Chicago on sporting
and destroyed the town, according
ra,
rest by two members of Lieut. Beckcaivauon army leaner was uncon - jiui me cuiu.iuuee
jiiui wuuj uuu- - wav 0(
Mexican
TIGHT COMPARTMENTS SAVE THE
page tonight. You can read it in
many
refugees
t
nours oeiore hed
er's "strong arm squad." These two the other papers tomorrow.
5 scions lor
James Schoolcraft avIio flocked to El Paso at the time to refugees from that place who ar
detectives swore they found a revolhis death. The medical bulletins hod Sherman of his nomination
VESSEL
AND ALL ON
BOARD,
by the of the occimntion of .Tim rez bv reliel rived here today. The rebels looted
the town and burned what they could
ver on Zelig's person. Five witnessnot revealed the seriousness of the Chicago republican convention
troops
ARE
BY
ALTHOUGH
BOATS
SWUNG
not
es testified before the grand jury that
carry away.
Most
Senator
of
general's condition which for a week,
Sutherland's
Juarez, Mex., Aug. 21. An attempt
MEN ENJOIN
it is now admitted, was hopeless.
Zelig did not have a revolver when
aside
a
was
from
made
to
dec'aration
rebels
short
last
dyspeech
night by
CREW
arersted. The grand jury may indict
Twelve weeks ago General Booth
namite the long tunnel of the Mexico
ROOSEVELT MEN
the two detectives for oppression and
v
rean
IMPORTANT
MEETING.
underwent
Northwestern railway between Casas
operation for the
(Continued on page eight.)
A SECOND TIME moval of a cataract
V
perjury.
in his left eye.
There will be a meeting of the
Liverpool, Aug. 21. The Aran line
Rose
"Bald Jack"
had previously
For two days after the operation in- Chamber of Commerce at 8 p.
steamer
Corsican, which struck an
told the grand jury that Zelig had
N m. at the Old Palace tomorrow
Tnneka. Kans.. Aue. 21.- A second dications gave hope of his recovery.
east of Belle Isle, near Newiceberg
been framed" that Becker might get ,
in
Then
evening.
septic poisoning set an? from
hibit th namea
,t t
j m,
foundland on the afternoon of August
a " exception or oc
There are a number of mat-lna?
Roosevelt
the
Tsent
presidential
' whites nn hop vnvaffo
eight
to
word
would
Zelte
that
he
Bays
frm ATrn
to come be- of
ters
casional
rallies
the
health
importance
patient's
DEMANDS
COMMERCE
COURT
OR
NOTHING
either ihave to furnish the men to kill electors being put on the general elec - gtead,y decin(i(j TKe
it
is
fore
and
for
the
treal
here this
arrived
this
meeting
urged
port,
g,nera recog.
ruBeuiiiaii ui bu iu ijnouii iui a iuhe tion Daiiot in Kansas, was niea Detore nized that the end was near and j
X
that every member come.
of
The
vessel
the
morning.
forepart
term for carrying a revolver. Zelig
Judge Smith McPherson of the t'nit- often spoke of his work as being
was protected by collision bulkheads,
says he furnished the men and that
senate.
the
finished.
but otherwise she showed no signs ot
was all he had to do with the Rosen- ed States court at Red Oaks, Iowa,
Finally framed, so as to meet X
Representative L'ndcrwood .declared FEARS DIVORCED WIFE
commander-in- the
Throughout
order
A
today.
temporary
damage.
restraining
thal shooting.
if the senate refused again
the
of
to
President
that
Taft,
approval
MAY
KILL
DAUGHTER,
chief's illness his son, Bramwell
of
Captain Cook, the commander
While the grand jury is taking a re- - was granted and Charles
a new legislative, executive and
override the president's veto the
Sessions,
Booth, chief of staff of the army,
Corsican said:
the
bill was
house finally would agree to recede
cess, evidence against certain police secretary of state, was notified by and Mrs. Bramwell
A
appropriation
judicial
Boulder, Colo., Aug. 21. Alleging
Booth, gave their
"The weather wag hazy when the
from its provision to abolish the com- - th.it he fears his divorced wife may
inspectors and those "higher up" will telegraph not to make any move until
passed by the house late today.
unremitting attention to him.
Corsican collided with the iceberg on
The grand jury was so the injunction had been heard,
bo sought.
It eliminates the disputed pro- merce court and permit an adjourn- Casof
his
life
the
daughter,
The
attempt
aged evangelist died at his res
12. She was traveling slowly
Mr. Hite, chief of tho Taft attorneys,
ment probably on Saturday
vision for abolishing
the com- plased yesterday when they found
sms M. Eby of Laramie, wye. negan August
merce court, substituting for it
was doubt f.uit in the county court today to have when the iceberg was sighted right
that the vote to indict the seven men went to Red Oaks early today and idence, Rockstone Hadleywood, eight
the
there
leaders
Among
ahead. The engines were immediatefor the Rosenthal murder was unani- - asked for an entirely new injunction miles from London, where he had X an appropriation for that tribun- that the executive disapproval could Mr. Eby declared insane.
Their
ly put astern, but the Corsican touch
X be overridden in the senate. The test
mous that they applauded.
directed solely against Secretary Ses- - been confined to his bed since the N al until March 4.
daughter, nineteen years old, is a
iDlRtrlct Attnrnev Whitman said he sions. The same allegations of fraud. operation. Present at the bedside
vcte by which tihe upper house retain- student at the State University. The ed before she could be stopped. She
suffered no damage below ten feet of
and disfranchise - when the end came were Mr. and
was not certain whether Becker or
ed the provision to. abolish the court, action is a
sequel to a sensational the water line.
Rooth and their
Frank Muller, "Whitey Lewis" would ment are set up in the new suit and Mrs- - Bramwell
Washington, D. C, Aug. 21. Presi- against the majority report of the ap- divorce suit of two years ago when
The crew was at once called to the
bo nlareri on trial first for the Rosen- the order of .Tudee McPherson sfmnlv daughter and Bon. Adj Catherine dent Taft
today again vetoed the leg- - propriations committee, did not com- Ebv. tthen secretary of the republican stations and the boats were swung
a
to
vote
thai murder.
mend
prohibits the secretary of state from Booth and Sere. Bernard Booth- thenecessary
r
f,mnty committee, was accused by his out, but were soon taken back again.
Com- illative, executive, judicial appropria-mandedaughter,
Sam Schepps thas been promised issuing any certificates of nomination general's youngest
pass a Din over a veto.
wifp o threatening her life. Up to a All the water tight doors were at once
Mrs.
and tion bill because it still carried an
full Immunity in the Rosenthal rmir. to the Kansas county clerks,
The legislative appropriation
bill Rltmtn
ag0i Mrs Eby n)aJe her home closed. The weather continued foggy
Commissioner
KitchColonel
commerce
to
Howard,
abolish
the
The first suit was brought to stop
amendment
der case. Before testifying before
failed of
in the senate over wilh ner son at Pittsfield, Mass.
for four days but the ship was able to
Dr.
Wardlaw
Milne.
'court, which the house and senate in President Taft's veto. The motion to
ing and
the grand jury, where he furnished the state canvassing board from
Her
proceed at moderate speed.
lander the constitution of The ramy sist upon including in the
confession ing any certificates to the secretary
evidence
re pass the measure received 34 votes
X
bows were protected with, collision
to 27 in the negative, but the two- of "Bald Jack' Kose, implicating Po- - of the state that the eight Roosevelt the general nominated his successor. measure. The provision to limit
X bulkheads."
General Booth did several years jure of office of civil service employes thirds necessary to override the veto
lice Lieutenant Becker in the killing men had been nominated. But the
ILL FROM PTOMAINE. X
Most of the passengers of the Core
,
en-an
was
which
name
to
in
seven years,
a sealed
of Rosenthal, Schepps obtained a certificates already had been issued ago, placing the
was 41.
X sican say there was no panic on board
which was deposited with the ' tional reason for the president's
When advised of the senate's re- written agreement from the district and the restraining order would have
Two
Denver, Colo.. Aug. 21. Wi!- - X at the time of the collision.
in fusat to pass the legislative, executive
law papers with Instructions '.proval hod it not been included
attorney's office that he was not to had no effect although the attorney
Jstudents named Bethell
Cambridge
"am
""'""
second
a
of
should
time,
bill
bill
be
be indicted.
that
the
it
his
over
.the
advised
and
after
the
secretary
opened
general
judicial appropriation
in tne McNwnara case, X and Stevens, however, say they were
'
Within one hour after President president's veto, Chairman Fitzger ,
Schepps can only be held a short state to obey it until the hearing e death.
with ptomaine pois-almost thrown out of their bunks by
was
stricken
as
tore Judge Sanborn at 'Denver Sepon the vagrancy charge but
While every English member of Taft had for the second time vetoed aid of the house appropriations com
Today, X the violence of the impact. They also
ninS ,a,e last nlBht.
als counsel says, Schepps feels it is tember 2.
the Salvation Army is convinced that the legislative, executive and judicial mittee, announced that the house
attended by physicians and a X assert that a number of the passencafe to remain in the custody of the
no man was more worthy ot Inter-- ' appropriation bill because it carried a would appropriate for the commerce
Judge Smith McPherson sent a
trained nurse, he is confined to X gers were panic stricken and that one
attorney until he has given sonal telegram today advising the ment in Westminster AEbey, it is provision to abolish the commerce court until March 4, and resume the
X
BrOWn hotel.
bis testimony in the trials.
secretary of state not to act until the
court, the house today repassed it 154 flirht nn thu nnr xi hon rnnirroca f nn. X rOOHlS at the
Continued on Page Eigne
I
Schepps, however, demands that he final injunction hearing.
(Continued on Page Five.)
proval had it not been Included in venes in December.
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Southern Pacific
Union Pacific 1721-4- ;
Steel

ir.g 170

112
701-8-

;

pid. 113.

Hi

BY ONE OF THE BULL! EST OF THEM

NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, Aug. 21. Cotton snot
'closed quiet; Middling uplands 11.80;
less human), and this raised such middling gulf 12.03. Sales 140 bales.
(Continued From Yesterday.)
In short, until Roosevelt came to a howl that a congressional commitGRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
the presidency, what was congress tee began to unearUa Mr. Hanford,
Chicago, 111., Aug. 21. Wheat, Sept.
doing, session after session, year in and when he realized that the delvers S3
Dec. 92
land year out? Studying the cond- were about to expose the corpse, he
Dec. 54
Corn, Sept. 711-2- ;
ition of the working classes? Doing resigned in a hurry, by telegram, in
Dec. 32
Oats, Sept. 32
grievances? Keep-- i fact!
away with age-olPork, Sept. 17.90.
Put some fear of the people in, the
ing close to the common people? Let-- j
Lard, Sept. 10.S0.
Ribs, Sept. 10.87
It won't do
ting them know what was going on in hearts of our judges!
the lobbies at Washington? Making them any harm, and it's quite likely
CHICAGO GRAIN.
it easy for them to not only express to do us a lot of good!
Chicago, 111., Aug. 21 Expectation
their will but see to it that their will
of increased movement
of spring
was carried into effect?
Hut this recalling of judicial decis- - wheat backed by a clearing weathtr
Dont mane me laugn:
ions. Isn t that revol itionary? Well, forecast tended today toward a bear- The plain facts is that when Roose- - anything's revolutionary which the ish market. Early trading was light
lower.
jvelt grasped the tiller, we 'were a xew York Times and the New York with prices unchanged to
nation, our leading Sun don't like, but there are re volu- - December opened ISc down at 921-business men were rapacious and
and revolutions!
land all deliveries deep within narrow
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
without bumness conscience,
For example
When Roosevelt limits.
terly
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS our
were just business enunciated his new idea of the recall
Tihe close was steady with Dec.
politicians
men once removed and not very far'of judicial decisions before the Ohio: high at 92
September closed un- removed at that and congress was constitutional convention,
last Feb- - changed at 93
devoted entirely to passing measures ruary, the reactionary papers distort- - j Influenced by fine crop conditions
to money and ed what he really said into the tnost ai!(l better shipping weather, corn
devoted exclusively
s
and having nothing
results imaginable. Roose-- !
early with trading scattered.
whatever to do with men and those velt expressly stated that he favored September started
down at 70
soon afterward. De
industrial and social reforms which the application of such drastic meth- and eased off
low-we American men so sorely need!
ods only under certain precise condi- cember opened a shade to
to
and steadied at
tions and after the lapse of a certain ei at
In short, again, after the Civil war, reasonable period of time. In short,
The close was firm at near the top
we abandoned our political and demo- - this was to be merely a short cut to
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
cratio leadership of the world, we what state legislatures would have to with September
higher at 71
a
or our leaders ceased to take a very much longer time to and Dec.
up at 54
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages ceased
care a fig for improving the condition reach, but to listen to the Times and shade beneath the high point.
Weather conditions also governed
of r.ot only our own nation but that the Sun you would think the colonel
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
September started rather eas- of our sister peoples, and we settled had proposed to chop the constitu oats.
ier than th edistant deliveries. Sep- down with contented grunts to wal tion into mince meat.
to
jteniber at the outset was
low in the trough ot
(To Be Continued.)
lower at 32 to 31
December on-- !
You
is!
know
it
true?
Isn't
that
Phone Black
Phone Black
ened unchanged to a shade higher at!
And, in the meantime, what has
32
to
resting at 32
the rest of the world been doing, ORIGINAL BUSTER
Heaviness of grain weakened provi-what is t!he rest of the world doing
BROWN AT ESTANGIA sions. Initial sales varied from 5c
today?
lower to 2
higher, with October
I am ashamed to say it, but the
Kstancia, X. M., Aug. 21. The orig 17.95 to 17.971-2- , for pork: 10.S5 for!
rest of the world, notably England,
inal Duster Brown and his dog Tigellard ard 10.821-- for ribs
France, Germany, Australia and New ;wtll be at Estancia on the 2Sth of
Dawson Coal
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
woman's
of
in
Zealand and,
respect
and they will be pleased to
ReIII., Aug. 21. Cattle
Chicago,
August
Toro
Sawed Wood
suffrage even China are leading us see all the boys and
14,000.
Market
for
a
ceipts
shade
best
at
recepgirls
today in moral ond Industrial re-- : tion which they will hold at the up, others slow, weak. Beeves $5.S.
It seems almost incredible, Hughes Mercantile
forms!
Texas
steers $5.0Af S.15'
store, 5(10.50;
Company
but it is overwhelmingly true!
Buster is a prime favorite with the western steers $6.25i8.25; stackers
inGermany has had workingmen's
and feeders $1.25?i 7.25; cows and
kiddies everywhere.
surance and other notable industrial
Mr. Frank Butt has Just arrived heifers $2.65 S.15; calves $6,500.10.
reforms in effect for years! France Ifroni
Hogs
Market
Receipts 28,000.
where
Hopluifsville, Kentucky,
5c lower than Tuesday's average.
is, in some respects, far more demo- - he. has been located for
thir- dull,
the
last
cratic than we are ourselves! Kng-- j ty years and
engaged in the milling Light 8.058.60; mixed $7.80fi 8.63:
All Kinds of Building Materials.
land is putting to rout her aristocrats ousiness.
He comes here to take neavy $i.io(i.S.aj; rough $7.75ffi 7.95; j
classes
and her wealthy privileged
buJ8.lO; bulk of sales S.10
charge of the Mcintosh mill and the ,KS
Doors, Red
find has actually passed and put into recommendations he lir!npiimr that 8.50.
Vard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot'.
Market
sueep
operation Old Age Pensions and Na- the owners of that mill have secured
receipts 5,000.
tional Insurance, not to mention other a first class man. The mill started its steady to strong. Native 3.20ift4.25;
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
notable democratic reforms!
first run for this season on Thursday western $3.204.25; yearlings $i.?,t)rn
Phone, Red 100
Think of it! England, the mother and everything went like a charm. 5.25; lambs, native 4.407.00; westof privilege, the seat of the snobs, The resumption of this mill is a bit ern $4.104.75.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
the paradise of the rich man, England of mighty good news to the whole
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 21. Cattle-Rece- ipts
leading the Vnited States in demo- valley for it assures a cash market
10,000,
for the large quantities of wheal tnat
25,000
including
cratic reforms!
Market steady to 10c
have been raised here this season. southerns.
It isn't a pleasant sight, is it?
Well, so much for history. And The Mcintosh mill is acknowledged higher. Native steers $7.00 10.40;
now, what are we going to do about the most
in equip-- , southern steers $4.50 6.75; southern
PHONE 85 MAIN.
ment of any mill in the state and they cows and heifers 3.25(35.50; native
it?
will turn out a product that will com-- ; cows and heifers 3.20(53.50; stackers
1
I have just been reading two beau- pete with anything from Colorado or and feeders $4.507.75; bulls $3.75
Kansas.
It is such things that help 5.25; calves $4.50(Ti 8.00; western steers
tifully written essays on progress
$5.509.00; western cows $3.506.
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
the republican and democratic plat- - our state.
Hogs
Receipts 4500. Market 5c
JIls- L. D. RolJerts was
up-- '
I
so
lulled
not
forms!
been
and
have
LUMP
operated
SAWED WOOD
Bulk of sales $S.358.50;
on bi' Doctors Wieder Renders Thurs-- lower.
in years!
soothed
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
heavy $S.30ff8.45; packers and butch- The skv is blue! The cow bells udJ antl IS amriS very nicely.
;ers $S.25(f8.60; lights $S.35(SS.60; pigs
G.
H.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
Van
Stone
left
Satnrrttiv
fnr
tinkle sweetly in the pasture! The
?5.50C'6.75.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
old wheel drones lazily beside the a trip east. It is not known just why
Sheep
me is taking this
Receipts 6,000. Market
trip but the wise
mi!l! All is quiet, and rest, and
iones think that politics and the new steady. Muttons 3.251(4.25; lambs
peace!
$5.50(56.50; range wethers and year-- j
And if there is anything about the progressive party may have somelings $3.25(54.75; range ewes $2Z3.80
to do with it.
house or the barn which needs fixing, thing
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
A. J. Burkhead of Dalhart was
a
if the colt has shed a shoe, or the
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 21. Wool mar-l:e- t
visitor here Friday. He is with the
wagon spring a shift, or the roof Case
steady, territory and western meThreshing people and went out
shows signs of leaking; why, every- to watch
Pace thresher working diums 2024; fine mediums 18ffT20;
the
thing will be made right just as soon over some of the big wheat crop. fine 13 17.
Successor to
as
into office!

Again Reminds You of the Superior

and Large Variety of the

Quality

d

" Soltaire " Goods.
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G

Always the Leader

CO.

QGERY

money-grubbin-

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

g

2

pl-e-

money-maker-

8
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

1

2

45

32o-S3-4-

S

1

l--

Iola
El

Phone 14.

Lumber and Coal Yard
Screen

I

It

Iti Hardware We Have

Phone 14

:

WHEN

THE

YOU CAN GET

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders ot

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

and White Cedar Fence Posts

FRANK

I

cX.m

MJ0NES,

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

CAPITAL COAL YARD

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Or-

Or. Phone No. rfed 76

For Full Information Call,

Wood

&HD0L.fgfi!iE

If

Why Import Mineral Water ?

PORTLAND CEMENT

R. J. CRICHTON

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

c

money-makin-

45

WE SELL EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR THE BATHROOM,
TUBS, SOAP HOLDERS, CLOTHES HOOKS EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO MAKE YOUR BATH A LUXURY.
NEED ANYTHING
REMEMBER OUR STORE WHEN YOU
FOR YOUR BATHROOM. WHEN YOU BUY FROM US WE WILL
GIVE YOU A SQUARE DEAL, BECAUSE WE WANT TO DEAL
WITH YOU AGAIN.

2

j

CERRILLOS

1

(light)

SIZES.

THE STAR BARN

they get
It's a lovely picture!

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

s

139

LIVERY

S

The coloring
is laid on in
such dashing, free
strokes! The technique is so bold, so
The atmosphere is so
convincing!
true to life! But can I believe it!
Alas, gentlemen! I cannot!
I've heard and seen all this before
and so have you. We both have. We
all have. And the trouble is the rea- son why there is such a fuss in our
American
now the
politics just
trouble is that we are all beginning
to Tealize that we have all seen these
things, these large and luscious
promises before, and that nothing
ever came of it!

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J.

R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

wooers stage

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

From

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Doors Below P. Andrews Stare.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 60c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK 55.00
French Noodle Order JOc a dlsn,
ew York Chop Suey 60c

"o

L

ti,oc.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
Bounds Trains.

i,

,.i

.

the republican party,' and my equally
m,"
,

m,f.
cratic party!

The American people,
the real Simonpure, backbone,
peoplain,
ple are getting tired of being fooled,
.nd are going to do some of the fooling themselves. (And I am reliably
informed that the new American
April Fool's Day baa been set down
for Xovember 5, this year.)
You can't fool all the American peo- pie all the time, as the
once remarked. And as they have
jbeen pretty persistently fooled by the
politicians for some generations now,
it would seem about time for a
change.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
any other
way. Good covere hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round
trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the aurroundlng terns. Wlra E.nhiuin
Station.

horny-hande-

rail-splitt-

NEW

MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL,

'TheWeslPoint

'

of the Southwest'

Ranked as "Distinguished
U. S.

War Department.
Located

In the beautiful
Pecos
Valley,3,700feetahovesealevel
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development
are
I DEA
uch
as cannot be found
elsewhere in America.
Fourteen officers and instructors, all

graduates

from

standard

East-

ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA.
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PuE, Secretary.
W. A. Fl.NLA V.

For particulars
logue, address,
COL.

and Illustrated

n;to

..

cata-

JAS. W. WILLiON, Supt.
j

observed, J.idges have
good deal of clay in their composition.
Take, for instance, Judge Hanford
of Seattle, a very recent ornament
(somewhat rococo, to be sure) of the
federal bench. The judge attracted
attention to himself when he refused
to qualify for citizenship one of the
Socialists (who are now conceded,
after some years of doabt, to be more

I

'

MARKETS.

UNCLE ABE'S
RHEUMATISM SOAP

TheGreatest Discovery of the Age.
WALL STREET.
from the formula of an Em- Made
Xew York, Aug. 21. Smelting, Steel
and Amalgamated Copper, in the or--j inent German Doctor.
It will
jder named, were strong today on the cure all rheumatic and muscular
stock market with dealings largest in pains in both old and young. Rec
steel. The coalers, Harrimans and
ognized by most leading doctors
;iIllls reflected underlying strength, as the greatest cure for Rheumano marked change, but Canadians
Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
Inclined to reaction. Tobacco stocks, tism,
such as Liggett and Myers, Lorillard Lame Backs, Colds in the Chest,
Cramps in the Stomach, are all
and Snuff were up 1 to 3 points.
runman Tvas eas v the feature nf "i"c
ithe eiuipment group, gaining almost directions closely that .accompany
five points.
,each package of UNCLE ABE'S
Bonds were strong. Further f.ins RHEUMATISM SOAP. Guaran- in Amalgamated and Anaconda were! teed under the Food and
Drugs
.iade in the noon hour, with conside- Act.
rable activity in Ontario and Western
J. KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
which rose 21-points. Otherwise
No.
Suite 34 and 35. Dept 0.
Uridine Plaza,
the market wa sfeatureless. The marLong rslunrl City. New York.
SSo per pltc
Price
Hy Mull add fic. for Postatre
ket closed steady.
ALL, MAIL OKDEKS PROMPTLY KILLEDPractically all gains were obliterated in the last hour, when a sagging
tendency overtook the general list.
The reversal was not attended by any
pressure but seemed to originate In
a lack of further bull initiative.
MONEY AND STOCKS.
New York, Aug. 21. Call money
;
Prime paper 5l-2- ;
Silver
i(!2
Mexican dollars 4S1-2- ;
Copper
17.2517.50; Tin 45.9046.10: Lead
871-2- ;
Su4.oOLt4.60;
Amalgamated
gar 12Sb; Atchison 1091-2- ;
Great
Northern 140
Xew York Central
117
Northern Pacific 129
Read- -

the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

'

;'n

OWl

; """'"K

1--

N

2

JULIUS. MURALTER

j

21-23-

The Tailor

cember,

(Seal)

A. D., 18S6.

A. W. GLEASON,

Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern
ally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.

F. J. CHEXEY & CO.. Toledo, O.,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT

as to touch the button and

your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ghf Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

-

But I have referred just now to
thor-two platforms. What do they
contain?
Well, the republican
platform Is
built around, let us say, four things,
the upholding of the courts, the downing of the trusts, the protective tariff State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County. ss.
and the lowering of the cost of livFrank J. Cheney makes oath that he
ing.
Item Xo. 1 The courts are scared is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
tthat is to say, the majesty of the Cheney & Co., doing business in the
law is scared when it has any maj- City of Toledo, County and State
esty, which, sometimes, I regret to aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
say, it hasn't) the courfs are sacred, the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLot course, but the ludees aren't LARS for each and every case of
sacred by a good deal, for the judges Catar"h't.hTaIt "nnot be cured fay
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
are human some more than others
FRANK J. CHEXEY.
and, though to forgive is undoubtedly
Sworn to before me and eubpf,.'ibed
divine, to err is equally human, and, In
my presence this 6th day oi De-- ,
as I have
a

NEW MEXICO.

Institution " by the

'

fhrpshpr ,.BV fnr

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
N

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

IS THE TIME to

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

ECOMONY

and Gents' Custom

AwningsandScreensmade
to order by one who knows
Fruit Ladders a
"All Goods at Right Prices" how.
specialty.

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

GROCERY
13 THE MOTTO

J.

OF

II. BLAIN,

Jr.

Washington; Avenue.

' Phone.Blaek

22J.

Goods Called for and Delivered

SQUARE

DEAL TO ALL.

309 San Francisco

Street

NOW

Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings,

RHOADS
J.F.
104 Galisteo Street
Telephone

157

W.

::

SANTA

FE, N. M

It will not pay you to waste your
tiem writing out you legal form
when you can get then already print'
ed at the New Mexfem Printing
Company.
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h? Your Backache;

Vewtodk Letter

and Rheumatism

New York, Aug. 21. Through tho
killing of Herman Rosenthal, gambler
assassins,
and reprobate, by hired
the attention of the country has been
1.1,
im
drawn to the ease anu uti
mar. nnv be mit out of the
.u:..i.
l
the nations
way by his enemies
metropolis.
In the Rosenthal case, the escape
inof. the murderers has been l'.iid 10
difference, due to " al'eged alliance
between members of the police department and the gambling interests.
It may be thought, outside of New
York, that such a bold crime as the
lulling of Heiman Rosenthal must
be exceptional in New York, and that
only through some unusual reason
could the perpetrators of such an as
sassination get away so easily.
Xot at all. The Rosenthal slaying
had its peculiar features, but it was
only one of a constant succession of
midnight assassinations which mark
the contempt for human life prevalent
in this city's dark underworld.
On the night Rosenthal was murdered, two men sat claying checkers
in a barber shop at 201 E. 10th street.
Two men entered, and one of them
said to one of the checker players,
"Are you Rocco?"
"Yes," he replied.
Light shots were fired into Rocco's
hody, and the two talked out. leaving their victim dead on the floor.
That they were hired to kill; that
they did not even know personally
the man they murdered, was shown
by their having to ask him his name
before they killed him.
They have
not been caught.
On the next evening, less than 24
ho'.irs after Rosenthal was killed, a
man was walking along the sidewalk
near Second avenue and lOSth street,
several others came up to him
and put 10 bullets into his body.
He was dead when the police picked him up, and none of his slayers

.Montezuma Lodge-No- .
1. A. F. & A. M.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
communiRegular
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
first
cation
Monday
.Rooms
of cadi month at
Capital City Ban Building.
Masonic
ut
Hail
Santa Fe, New Mexico

nius tank in the Central park menag- - FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
eric yesterday and was approaching Backache drags on your vitality. Saps
Miss Murphy and her son on the yout strength. Weakens your endurance.
south platform when the keeper
Hampers you in your worn.
...... r,ll
Besides that, it means some'u.M.u nun.
thing wrong with your
the
''What are you doing here?
kidneys; a weakness, an
demanded.
keeper
inflammation, a breaking
"I want those bullfrogs.
They belong to me." tihe stranger said.
The keeper got him outside the
railing liefore the animals did.
The liner Caledonia brought here
yesterday a cargo of 9,000,000 deep
thirsts and several thousand
highballs in the raw, but not enough to
kill the dryness which will be caused
by the greater part of the Scotch delithousand
cacies.
It carried twelve
barrels of kippered herring, each barrel containing eight hundred herrings.
The Caledonia also had two hundred
cases and as many barrels of Scotch
The American
whiskey.
importers
figure that it was a canny Scotchman's
trick, sending thirst producers and the
wherewithal to kill the ensuing dry-

ness.
Residents of Nutley, N. X,
of this city, have begun a
eliminate signboards, which
otherwise pretty landscape.

17-1- 8

School Shoes are a
sort of a hobby here

F

AT DEMING

OR

Santa Fe CommanderNo. 1, K. T

WHEF J

It comes to Shoeing Children

l

ner's jury sitting Saturday afternoon
found that the death of Dominguez
was due to a cut in the abdomen

I'nnnnv

t

;ubuui

Class.

1

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Regularj

LaQll

caims

(1

I. O.

contests a Specialty
McKEAN & crlEETHAM,
aU(j

AUoneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in all the Courts and
the Interior Department.

KENNEDY, E. C.
Recorder.

Taos,

-

-

New Mexico.

Santa Fe Lodge of PerEASLEY & EASLEY,
fection No. 1, 14th de. Chas. R. Eatley,
Chas. F. Easley,
gree. Ancient and Acaw.
Attorneys-at-- '
cepted Scottish Rite of
Practice in the Courts and before
Free .Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
7::!() o'clock in the evening in Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting Santa Fe, X. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
N. M.
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
.
Venerable Master.
Attorneys-at-LawPractice in the District Court as
B P. O. E.
well as before the Supreme Court ol
Santa Fe LodgeNo the State.
r O. E., Las Cruces,
Hit), B.
. New Mexico.
.
holds
its regular
session on the sec- HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVbrt-TISE- ?
ond
and
fourth
Wednesday of each
Tell your story to
,
month.
'"'
Visiting

c
rvri
eacclls itc
tai
i

1.

Snecial Airenr.

Formerly

p. m.

in our

we're right

Sania Fe, Nsw Mexico.

-

conclave fourth Mon
day in each month at.
Masonic Hall at 7:110

the feet in a correct, comfortable position. Just
right in durability to stand the hard knocks
they're sure to receive. Just right in price, so
as not to harm the FAMILY PURSE !

J. P. Morris and son, YV E. Morris,
of Paris, Texas, are here looking for
a location.
Ralph Appleby, of Houston, Texas,
has located in Deming.
A. R. Warner, of Beloit, Wis.,
is
here investigating the valley with a
view to making investments.
Mrs. W. IT. Evans, of Beeville, Texas, is here looking for a location.
Deming, N. M., Aug. 21. The coro-- :
!

GIRLS THE SCHOOL
SCHOOL SHOES SHOULD BE JUST
RIGHT! Just right in shape to hold
BOYS

Judicial

G. W. PRICHARD,
Santa Fe Chapter No
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
1, 1. A. M.
Regular
Practice in all the District Court
second
convocation
Monday of eadi month and gives special attention to case
at Masonic Hall at before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
7:"0 p. in.
CHAS. A. WIIEELOX,
11. P.
ARTHUR SELtO.MAN,
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Seer tary.
Attorney-at-Law- .
j

Are the Children's Feet Readv for School ?

PROGRESSIVES

The commission government was appealed to.
but it said it was unable to remove
them, as the courts have decided that
an owner can use his property as he
sees fit. The plan now is to ask the
advertisers to have the signs removed. If t'hey do not act a boycott of
stores using the signs will be inaugu

Assistant District Attorney, Firs
District.

ALAN R. McCORJ), W. M.
OH AS. E. LINXKY, Secretary.

down, may be, of the kidney
tissues. Foley Kidney Pills
is tbe true answer. They
will help you QUICKLY,
strengthen and heal your
kidneys, regulate the action
of your bladder, and drive
out Backache and Rheumatism.
They
will make a strong, well man of you.
No habit forming drus. Try them.
For sale by all druggists.

a suburb
war to
spoil the

ATTORNEYS ATLAW.

MASONIC.

j

WITH

i

SHOES FOR GIRLS

made by one DeLuna. At the examin
1 1
5
8
8J2
ing trial Eusebio DeLuna was bound
rated.
over without bail to await the action
Dr. W. J. Holland, director of the f
the grand jul.y.
Prices, $1.25 to $2,25
Prices, $1,00 to $2,00
sail-- ,
iimvsie iuu&euw oi
meet- a
At
and
enthusiastic
large
ed today for Buenos Aires, where he
1
2
6
inu(,Lraaiica oniuiuaj infill, a
v.ill present to the president of
2y2
tjgiiui;
and Marshall club for Luna:
Argentine Republic a replica of tn 'Wilson was formed. J. N.
to
was
$3.00
Upton
Prices, $2.00
Prices, $1.50 to $2.50
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Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

WANTEDANOTHER MANAGER FOR THE HAPLESS ClNCl REDSI

A

thirst!
Olass

of

California Wine will

put blood in your veins !
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey

"base-ou-balls-

will make you forget your

troubles!

the-gam-

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.

fJfiARS

IMPORTED
and DOMESTIC

Phone 239 W

255 San Francisco St.

1
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Garry Herrman is once more out
with his lasso. It probably won't be
long before some hapless ball tosser
3s branded as the manager of the Cincinnati Reds.
This news and the remembrance of
the failures in the job of Cincinnati
boss must be enough to send all prospective managers of the club scurrying to get under cover.
Baseball history has shown that the
managerial job in Hedville isn't the
,
softest, most desirable thing in
and if Herrmann succeeds
in
slipping the lariat over Otto folate,
of the Phils, Bill Sweeney, of the
Boston Braves, or Miller lluggins, of
the St. Louis Cardinals, there may
toe another name added to the long
list of Redland failures.
Since Garry Herrmann broke into
Tjaseball more than a decode ago he
3ias tried as hard as he knew how to
produce a winner.
Money has been
spent lavishly by him and trades of
all sorts pulled off, but the jinx, still
sticks. Managers have fallen down
on the job in Cincinnati only to go
elsewhere and bob .ip with a 'winner;
but win in Cincinnati why, it's getting to be a joke of the baseball

'.Mike'' Donlin! Oh, yoi! yoi!
Pitcher Grove Loudermlllv of the
Louisville club, has been purchased
club
by the Chicago National league
for immediate delivery. Pitcher Fred
Toney, who was sent to the Louisville team earlier in the season by
the Cubs, has been recalled.
Looks
ap if the Cub management is going to
take no chances on not having an
pitching staff.
The current issue of Collier's Week- ly contains an interesting editorial on
"
The
the
proposition.
cditoiial maintains that the baseball
rules never intended that the base on
balls should become such an importe.
ant part of
It gives the
pitchers a big advantage for which he
mi'kes no return as he can make useless the skill of the best batter by
walking ihim. Collier s suggests that
"In"ire be eiven ,he i)0wer t0 re"
fuse to allow the batter to go to first
when, in his opinion, the pitcher de- liberately walks his man.

five that it is hard to choose
from on their present form, and they
are Marquard, Rucker, O'Toole,
ender and Suggs. But if you are asking me my opinion of the 'greatest
pitcher or pitchers I know of, and
they are not out of it byr any means
at present, I would say Mathewson
first and Brown second; and could i
anyone honestly pass up those two
brilliant performers after such wonderful careers as they have had. Mathewson, in my opinion, is the greatest
pitcher the game ever knew, and
Brown was his equal or just close be

A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
according to the idea of the precinct
officers.
sees more people in one day than you
The strength of the support given can see in a month. Try one.
F. E. Warren and Congressman F. W. Mondall, candidates on
the republican ba'lot for
the
is regarded as significant,
4 Horse Power
vote being greatly in excess of the
votp jn the democratic primary given
PRICE, $165.00
T
B Kendrick for senator and
With
Magneto.
as p rahey candidate for congress. A'.Motor CycleImported
without B doubt with trouble
left at the factory
KANSAS DEFAULTER CAUGHT.
'
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 21. John A.
Flack, wanted on a charge of having
defaulted $75,000 of the funds of the
Abilene State bank at Abilene, Kan.,
of which he v;as cashier, has been
captured in New York City, accord- ing to inforaiation received today by
J. N. Dolley, state bank commission-- I , LIGHT, SILENT AMD RELIABLE.
er. Tl,e clwse lasted several months. PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.
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.31
Boston ... .
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AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Won Lost

Joe Jackson Walter Johnson is
;the greatest pitcher in the whole
world. Last year I used to swear by
Ed Walsh, sometimes at him, but this
He has the
venr it is all Johnson.
;gieatcst speed of any man I ever saw
land is by all odds the hardest pitcher
in the world for me to face. He has
everything a pitcher could want, and
when he is going full speed and starts
burning them over the plate a batter
OTTO KNABE AND MILLER II IGGIXS, ONE OF WHOM MAY BE
might as well strike out and be done
CATGUT FOR THE JOB. ABOVE, FOUR MEN WHO HAVE TRIED IT
AND with it. The one bet bet in the
HANLON
ED.
AND FAILED HANK O'DAY, JOE KELLY,
American league is Walter Johnson,
GRIFFITH.

Boston

Washington
Philadelphia
Chicagc

Detroit

ft

New York
St. Louis

...

WESTERN
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71
67
57
55
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39
37
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56
62
63

73
77

Pet.

Pet.
.693
.619
.593
.504
.470
.447
.348
.325

j

UNIT

THE

HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath
.
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TODAY'S REPORT

1

"Elastic" Eockcase

V

and Desk cotr.bi.i3i
A

Desk Uni with few or
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever mad.
Roomy, convenient,' attrac- tive. We want to show you
its advantages aod possi- -
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GIANTS 4 TOO

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
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Des
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and
Ed
used
Walsh
he has done nothing but win pen- more, has lost mora sleep
always
spent "i'y Cobb
"world.
Sioux
nants for that club, and now has a more anxious moments since the be my particular trouble whenever f. LincolnCity
61
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Now he has begun to count he is going right,
Although he had previously
duced a winner right off the reel, and one
in the American league the days until the October 0, when more than any twirler I know of.
pennant
he has kept that team up in the race and had lost another through a wild the Reds meet the Pirates in the final
George Moriarty I believe Waltei
every year, except one when he was
Johnson is the greatest pitcher in the
only, Clarke Griffith couldn't game.
pitch
NATIONAL.
cajoled into managing the Boston produce a winner in Cincinnati. But
With these failures in mind, is it American league. He has always;
New York at Chicago.
Braves.
take a slant at his success since leav any wonder that budding managers been a wonderful box man, and this
Boston at Cincinati.
Ned Hanlon,
KMly's teacher at ing the Reds. Taking the Washing- aren't falling over each other to land year he seems to be going stronger ' Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
a
to
man
ever.
than
is
He
terrible
Baltimore, followed his former pupil ton club at the start of this season, the job? Of course there is a chance
as boss of the Reds. Hanlon's suc- he has converted that perennial
that any one of the trio might pro-- ; face when he is using his full speed.
AMERICAN.
cess with the red hosed athletes was
Hug- - There is certainly no pitcher in the
into a real pennant contender duce a winner in Cincinnati.
at New York.
Chicago
noticeable only for its absence. Herr- which has not yet been counted out gins, Sweeney and Knabe are all ag--; game who is equal in tihat respect,
Cleveland at Boston.
mann was really grateful when Han-Io- of the race by a single critic the jgressive players; all of them know Joe Wood is very fast, but he is rath
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
his
er
and
ball
conies
although
light,
from one end to trie other.
j the game
Detroit at Washington.
disgusted with baseball in gen- country over.
behind
has
the
force
not
it
eral and with the Cincinnati brand in
And now we come to the case of But not one of tnem has ever had speedily,
i. that Johnson puts into his speed.
particular, retired to his Baltimore Hank O'Day. Poor old Hank labored any experience in bossing a bunch of When Johnson shoots
the ball across
domicile to enjoy the fortune he had under the delusion that umpiring in bail tossers; not one has had an op-- :
plate it fairly wihistles through
made in his long diamond service.
the National league was the worst portunity to show that he possesses a the
the air and strikes heavily with the
AMERICAN.
"Jawn" Ganzel was the next to fall fate that could come to any man. He lot of executive ability.
strength he puts behind it. I think he
R. H. E
At New- - York.
is the greatest pitcher in the game.
2
6 8
New York
8
3
....1
Chicago
flied to Murray. No runs, no hits.
Snodgrass. One run, two hits.
ARE ATHLETICS WEAK.
Caldwell and Sweeney Benz, Pet- NINTH INNING.
THIRD INNNING.
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 21. It must ers and Schalk.
New York: Leach was under MurNew York: Tesreau singled to left. ray's fly. Devore was safe at first peeve Connie Mack every time he
R. H. E.
At Washington.
Snodgrass flied to Leach. Doyle forc- when Saier dropped Tinker's throw. thinks of the way 'his White Elephants
.3 S 1
ed Tesreau, Evers to Tinker. Doyle Herzog's hit, forced Devore, Tinker have comported themselves in games Washington
2
in tne mntn inning mis sea- - Detroit
caught stealing( Archer to Evers. No to Evers and was doubled No runs, decided
No less than ten times have the.
sen.
Groom
Works
and
Lake,
Henry;
no
one
error.
hits,
one
hit.
runs,
Philadelphiaus' opponents put over and Kocher.
Archer singled to center.
Chicago:
the winning run in Canto IX, every
BIG WEST SIDE PARK Richie struck out. Sreckard also
R. H. E.
team except Boston having taken one! At Boston.
out.
Schulte
fanned.
strifck
No
runs,
0
9 15
JAMMED WITH CHEER- one hit.
or more combats from the fading Cleveland
S
sched-- ( Boston
4
in
the
last
champions
4;
regularly
ING FANS IN MOST
FOURTH INNING.
uled round of play'. Of these ten
Blanding and O'Neil; O'Brien, Hal!
PITCHER.
GREATEST
THE
WHO'S
New York: Becker flied to Leach;
EXCITING
games decided in the ninth, the score and Carrigan, Nunamaker.
Here are the opinions of the great was tied at the end of the eighth in
Richie and Saier retired Murray. DeOF
vore was out, Evers to Saier. No est men in tine game today regarding six, the title holders were ahead in
NATIONAL.
runs, no hits.
R.H. E.
At Pittsburgh.
the greatest pitchers. Read them and three and they were behind in one.
0
4 1
The White Elephants' showing in Pittsburgh
Tinker struck out. Zim- Kfe if vn.i concur in their nninnns!
Chicago:
8 0
1
Leach singled to
games decided in the ninth proves one Brooklyn
Chicago, 111., West Side Park, X merman walked.
numare
There
a
Hugh Jennings
Rucksure that Mack's old pitchers
In a sensational game X right. Saier flied to Becker, Zimmer
and
X Aug. 21
Warner
Gibson;
Adams,
thing
pitchers in the American are going back and that his new slab- er and Erwin.
shut out X man going to third after the catch. ber of great Walsh
X here today, Chicago
is great and there nion nvo Tint fnniinp- vorv fact "Ron.
league. Ed
X New York 4 to 0, thereby cut- - X Evers was out, Herzog to Snodgrass. are
others, although I believe W alter der hag fl
d three
g ,n
R. H.E.
At Chicago.
X ting down the Giants' lead to X No runs, one hit.
Johnson is a little the best. In thetninth
7 1
0
pennQck New York
Bnjwn
f
X
X the pennant to four and
FIFTH INNING.
National league, of course, I cannot two andp,ank
9 2
4
Houek ong
Chicago
X games.
1
Every seat was filled X
New York:
much
Evers got Herzog's speak with as
knowledge, but
and Meyers;
Crandall
Tesreau.
lf lnsteaa o having lost those ten
X with fans while
several thou- - X fly. Zimmerman and Saier disposed doubt if they could put a man jnto the
Archer.
Richie
and
had
th
the
Mackmen
ninth
to
X
Eanles
unable
X sand waited outside,
who could take Johnson s meas-- ;
of Meyers.
Fletcher singled
past
v. on them, they would be
right on the
X Zimmerman.
X get tickets.
Tesreau singed to left. ure
R- - H. E.
At Cincinnati.
ot tne Kea box now instead oi
,
neeis
X
is
Griffith
Clark
Johnson
Chicago got to Tesreau for X Snodgrass lined to Zimmerman.
Walter
No
7 4
4
Cincinnati
a
block
behind
them.
being
city
X three hits in a tow in the sixth X runs, two hits.
I
the greatest pitcher have ever seen.
7 10 5
Eoston
X and scored three runs. Richie, X
Archer was out, Doyle You may say that I think so because I
Chicago:
FROM OFF THE DIAMOND.
Frill, Humphries and McLean; PerX who won two games from New X to Snodgrass.
Richie out, Doyle to am managing Washington just now,
and Kling.
due
New
The
York
oldest
in
resident
X York in three days last week, X Snodgrass. Sheckard doubled
into but that isn't the reason by a good- doesn't remember when AYiltse won
was
deal.
said
X
Johnson
the
X ptiched masterly ball.
I
greatngni nem crowd. Murray was un- est
a game, but yet he is sent out with REPUBLICAN"? LEAD
pitcher in the game last year
der Schulte's long fly. No runs, one
IN WYOMING.
regularity, only to be returned a loser
bewhen I was with Cincinnati and
hit.
at
time.
He
is
every
any
consistent,
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 21. Results
fore I thad any idea whatsoever of
SIXTH INNING.
Enroute from St. Louis to Pittsrate.
of
Wyoming's first state primary elecever
or
the
any
Washington
burg, the New York Giants stopped
Doyle out, Evers to Saier. Becker other joining
Fred
the
tion,
chiefly interesting for local conSnodgrass,
club
American
the
in
league.
off in Chicago to play a postponed doubled to right. On Murray's hit
which developed and confusion
of
tests
York
New
outfielder
the
Giants,
is
Robert Bescher Marty O'Toole
Zimmerman caught Becker at third
game with the Cubs.
my particular hoodoo. He strikes me reminds one of "Ty Cobb. He's so over interpretation of the law on the
Richie, who has fallen heir to Jack and nailed Murray at first. No runs, out easier than any pitcher I ever different.
part of the election tudges, thousands
Pfeister's old
name, "the Giant one hit.
The Giants' outfield is a joke, about ot party ballots were scratched and
faced. I won't say he is the greatest
Tinker singled to right. pitcher in the National league; at; the worst in either of the two major the names of candidates on the other
Chicago:
Killer," because of his effectiveness
Shades of George Gore, ballots substituted. The counting of
against the New York club, was slat- Zimmerman doubled to left, sending least not yet, for he is still young; leagues.
to but he is undoubtedly the hardest one "Jim" O'Rourke, "Mike" Tiernan and these votes was dooe in various ways,
ed to pitch for Chicago. Tesreau, who Tinker to third. Leach singled
won for the Giants in the second center, scoring Tinker and Zimmer for me to face. As for the American
man. Saier grounded to Herzog, who
oi course, 1 don t know so
game of their last series here, was to
threw wild to catch Leach at second. league,
York.
New
for
much about its players, but wihat I
pitch
Both runners were safe. Evers beat have heard from a good many source3
Before the game the cubs were five out a
bunt to Tesreau, Leach going leads me to believe that Walter Johnand one-hagames behind the Giants. to third and Saier
to second. Archer son is about the best in the business.
of
their
last
series
At the beginning
fouled to Herzog. Richie fouled to
Jake Daubert The hardest pitcher
with McGraw's men they were six Meyers. Leach scored on a
passed in the world for me to face !s Rube
games behind. An injury kept Merkle ball, Saier going to third and Evers to
out of the game and Snodgrass took second. Sheckard grounded to Snod- Marquard, at least, that has been my
Thirty skeletons of prehistoric men bones resemble the Spanish or Indian
. .
women together with an almost settlers of a few centuries back. Buf..
.,
his place at first, Dvore going to left grass. Three runs, four hits, one
land
falo bones, elk bones and deer bones
iiiaMjuai u la iiavcuiig nun IB
field for New York. Every seat in error.
about the best in the league. As for Perfect skeleton of a woman laying in were found together with bone implethe stand and teachers was taken
SEVENTH INNING.
the American league, I have never a natural pose have been unearthed ments, stone knives and spears and
and spectators crowded about the outNew York:
Devore fouled to Tin faced Walter Johnson, though I have by N. C. Nelson, assistant curator o pottery that antedates
entirely the
field thirty deep.
ker; Herzog singled to occur; Meyers heard a great deal about him, and the the American Museum of Natural
Spanish period. One village has been
INNING.
FIRST
flied to Schulte. Fletcher forced Her
of opinions I hear expressed tory in New York City at San Cristo-see- uncovered to the extent of three hunto agree that he is about thecal on the cattle ranch of B. F.
t dred rooms.
New York:
It apparently is the largSnodgrass walked bnt zog, Evers to Tinker. No runs, one
in the business.
was caught stealing second, Archer hit.
!ey near Lamy in southern Santa Fe est of the two. In one room, laying
Hal Chase I consider Walter John- - county. Mr. Nelson has a dozen men apparently as though
Chicago: Schulte doubled down tne
to Tinker. Doyle flew out to Saier.
peacefully
Becker singled to center and Murray nrst base line. In an attempt to sac-- ; son the erentpst nitcher in th Amori.!st work excavatlne two ancient vil- - asleep with her hands resting upon
rifice, Tinker popped to Tesreau. Zim- can league. I think he is all to thatilages and expects to make some of her breast was found the remains of
filed to Leach.
merman
out. Leach flied to organization that Mathewson used to the most important discoveries of
e
a woman. Apparently she had died
Sheckwd grounded to Becker. struck
Chicago:
No runs, one hit.
to the National. Yes, Johnson is cent years. He is in the city today while laying in that natural pose and
Schulte fanned. Devore
Snodgrass.
had never been burled. Most of tlhe
EIGHTH INNING.
the true Mathewson of the American with Mr. Pankey.
got Tinker's fly. No runs, no hits.
New York: McCormick batted for league, and since Matty has begun to
Among the ruins unearthed is one other skeletons found had apparently
SECOND INNING,
rooms which was been burled with their pottery, arms
Tesreau and flied to Sheckard. Snod- decline I will go a step farther and house of seventy-twNew York: Devore was safe on grass popped to Tinker. Doyle singled say that Johnson is the
greatest pitch. evidently a communal dwelling and and implements.
Zimmerman's wide throw to first. past Evers. Becker forced Doyle, er in either league, for it is conceded fort combined. He also found traces
The irrigation project apparently
Leach was under Herzog's fly. Mey- Evers to Tinker. No runs, one hit. that Matty isnt what he used to be. of an immense irrigation project had covered several acres which would
ers was out, Zimmerman to Saier.
Crandall replaced TesChicago:
Johnny Evers I have never seen which shows that the country aDout have stored probably forty acre feet
Fletcher flied to Schulte. No runs, reau for New York. Saier singled Walter Johnson, but from talks with that place was intensely cultivated of water or more.
no hits, one error.
"I am not prepared at this time to
past Doyle. Crandall and Snodgrass American league players he must be centuries ago.
flied
Zimmerman
to disposed of Evers. Archer singled to a wonder, .and if I had seen him ,1
Chicago:
say in what period those people livAmong the thirty skeletons
Doyle. Leach walked but wag caught
scoring Saier. Rfchie popped to 'would, no doubt, pick him. As for) earthed, all show that they are from ed," said Mr. Nelson, '"but they anteones I have seen in our league1 a prehistoric race as none of the date the days of Spanish exploration.'
Stealing. Saier was passed but Evers Doyle. Sheckard was out, Herzog
CLARKE
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IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

'

mm

Pan-bes-

(Fac-Slmi-

Water-Mar-

The De Luxe Business Paper

re-b-

o

un-lef- t,

tohe

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

character impressiveriess, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. Let us show you samples.
NEW

MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
6anta Fe, N. M.
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO:
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Does a General Banking

of Espanola, came
i:i town last night and is a guest at

W. E. GRIFFiH

MUSICAL TREAT

he C'oronado.
P. W. Dunn of Springer is a business
visitor in town, lie is stopping at the
.Montezuma.
A. "VY. Lyttle is in the capital
on
business, a guest at the Montezuma.
He is from Springer.
C. A. Young ami wife of Dawson,
who spent the day in the city yesterday left this 'morning lor Ojo Caliente.
J?. S. Phillips who is a frequent vTsit-o- r
in the capital arrived from Velarde
yesterday and is slaying at the .Mol

Business

t

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier
H. F

Seasonable

Ik Sale On

Patterson

Y. D.

Your Patronage Solicited
President

past two months, left today for her
home in Xotre Dame, hid.

PERSONALS
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It is three years since Prof. P.istolfi
appeared here prior to last night, but:
it is c' early apparent that he has no
been forgotten, and should he. in his
round of travels head his way again
in the future, it is certain that the
city won't dodge.
The Elks opera house was packed
from gallery to pit and listened to a
charming entertainment. The musical numbers were selected to please
all tastes and included classic gems
from the "great operas, strains culled
from the lighter operas, a few stirring
marches and some of the old standard pieces that always have an apwas
pealing interest. Eacn number
given with much expressron and witn
a fine discrimination as to
light and

ntezuma.

1
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ODDS AND ENDS

M$.W.

on all

LINDHARDT.

SHOES AND

SHIRTS

REGULAR $1.25

our Men's Shoes

fc

L

&

W.

SHIRTS on sale

all this week

125 Palace Ave.

Only 90c Each

Their Regular Value
LAWRENCE RAID
RECALLED TODAY SV
ONE WHO SAW IT

JULIUS H. GERDES

Among those who came up from the
Duke City yesterday were L. Helfrick,
Ralph Gntst and H. H. Roeder. They
Today, August 21st is the
are registered at the Montezuma.
Established 1356
Incorporated 19 0
ninth anniversary of Quantreil' raid
.Tose I). Sena clerk of the supreme
at Lawrence, Kansas, and the mem
f
I C
court, who has been in the Duke City
i
1
C
C
i
ory of all the frightful
incidents
attending to business pertaining to
which took place o:i that memorable
the court, returned to the capital last
day are still vivid in the minds of the
night.
survivors.
Mrs. Anna Mugler, mothcolors, . . 5
Hon. A. A. Keen of Albuquerque, shade.
er of Mrs. 'U'ientge and Miss .Mugler
.
.
5
Good Bleached
former territorial land commissioner,
The solo by the violinist was ren- of this city, who resided in
Lawrence
5
Black
is in the city to attend the banquet dered most skillfully and responding at that time recalls
Hose,
perfectly the terBIG BARGAINS IN
given by the local .Masons for Senator to a spontaneous demand, he gave as rible massacre of innocents, the burnCold Hose, . . 5
Castellot.
an encore Ruff's beautiful "Cavatina." ing and pillaging of homes and the al15
All Silk Ties,
Joseph Bistolfi, Paul Renza and En- Prof. Bistolli, as leader, was in- most inhuman barbarity displayed by
rico Trustman, who made such a hit
All OXFORD SHOES of every description at half price and
spired with the music which he called the aiders. Mrs. Mugler had the good
jwlth music lovers of Santa Fe last Irom his harp and guitar and he fortune of escaping unmolested
a great many other bargains too numerous to mention.
but
10c
Huck Towels.
now oc, Replar value
v. as nevertheless
night, are guests at the Palace hotel added much to the
a
witness of the
pleasure of the
while in the city.
"
"
" 1945 " 10c,
20c
the remarks with which whole affair.
evening
by
Crandall
Frank
has
who
been
"
" 20c
he introduced each number on the
She talked most
Bath Towels, 18x36 " 10c,
today
spending his vacation in Santa Fe, his
GOODS
GO.
"
"
" 30c
rogram
" 2440 " 20c,
They were witty and to the conceruine her experience at that
former home, departed this morning
for
The
almost
two
time,
before
point.
the
years
banjoist,
constituting
"
" 35c
for Phoenix, Arizona, where he is conEtralleavv,2445 " 25c,
the raid look place, she said, Ihe innected with the government service. third member of this delightful little
"
"
" 28x52 "
"
50c
habitants had been warned that soon35c,
Mike Smith, foreman of the tic orchestra, was a master of his instru- er or
later the city would be attack"
"
" SI. 5
Bath Mats
85c,
camp at Hodges. X. M.. together with ment, and altogether the entertain- ed, until
finally the people relaxed all
was
dement
to
the
last
charming
Val.
Clinton
now $ .75, Re?.
White Quilts,
Crandall, a former resident of
$1.25
vigilance so often had their fears been
Santa Fe, are in the city for a couple gree.
"
"
"
"
"
1.50
About two months prior
.99,
Following is the complete porgram unrealized.
of days. They are registered at the
to the attack, however, another warn"
"
"
" 1.75
given:
i Montezuma.
uptothe-minut- e
ing came to the city and the mayor
"
"
"
Paul Teutsch, A. A. Keen and J. II. .Meditation
Morrison
1.27, " " 2.00
for
becoming
alarmed,
appealed
La
Paloma
"
"
"
Yradier
Wroth, prominent in the Masonic cirs and
cannon from the state.
1.49, " " 2.15
cles, came up from Albuquerque yes- Sjiring Song
..Mendelssohn Thrse were
"
"
"
"
" 2.50
sent, but as everything
1.89,
to be present at the banquet Selection from Madame S'nerry.
terday
appeared quiet, were soon recalled.
" 2.25
"
White Dimity Quilts, "
Violin
Solo.
in
Santa
the
Fe
honor
given
by
lodge
1.75,
On the morning of August 21st, while
'of Senator Castellot of Mexico.
Roosevelt March." Fringed "
"
the inhabitants were still in their
.99, " " 1.50
Miserere
.Verdi beds, their worst 1ears were
Traveling .Auditor Howell Ernest
"
"
"
fully real1.59, " " 2.25
and Chief Clerk V.'alter L. Kegel left Grizzly Rear.
ized when from seemingly nowhere
offTraumerei
this
for
on
afternoon
Schumann
Las
One-pieVegas
Dresses in
Ladies' Fine Mull and Batiste,
there sprang up men who perpetraticial business.
Le Regiment que Passe.
all colors, elaborately, trimmed with fine lace insertion :
ed one of the worst slaughters in the
A Special Sale on ail
Selection
from
Ingrain Delton
Carmen.
Senator 13. F. Pankey is in Santa
of Kansas.
The scenes which
history
Values
S6.59
In
$10.00
.
$8.50
$12.00
the Garden of Roses.
Regular
Fe today. He has just returned from
followed their entry into that city will
UNDERTAKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
a trip to the Jemez country and from Patriotic Airs. England. Ireland, ScotNow For Only
$1.99 $1.99
always lie a memorial of the horrors
land. Germany, Greece, Italy, Mexi- o'i
Sandoval county where he visited
war, said .Mrs. Mugler.
co, France, I'nited States.
with his colleague,
Miera.
Senator
Our Windows
Must Be Closed Out
Bistolfi
Professor
Mr. Pankey spoke enthusiastically of
laughingly apolo- McNAMARA FAMILY
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
CO.
the prospect for the cattle industry gized for interjecting The Grizzly Inn
IS
AGAIN
this year, declaring r.hat it never has announced that the orchestra would
AFTER A LONG CHASE.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
appeared so promising in the state's thereafter redeem itself by giving
of
one
the
of
music
gnus
history, and the grass was growing Traumerei,
of
Hurband Who Caused
Arrest
and indeed the orchestra did more
knee high out on the range.
Chauffeur and Housekeeper
Says
than redeem itself in the artistic renY. D. Shea left on the afternoon
Woman Will Never Darken Doors
uain for Las Vegas on a business trip. dering of this number.
of His Home Again.
The concert closed with a medley of
Harry Lee, clerk of the federal
FIRE
FIRE
INSURANCE
court has returned from California national airs and the three leading
San Francisco, Calf., Aug. 21. "We
where the and Mrs. Lee have been so- IKirties of today were
represented by are all together again and are all
journing for the past month. Mrs. ".Marching Through Georgia," for the happy," is the way Xieholas J.
WITH 5 LARUE ROOMS
Lee stopped at Gallup on the way republicans, "Dixie" for the democrats
the San Mateo banker, sums
NG besides Pantry and Bath ;
home, remaining there for a short vis- and "A Hot Time in the Old Town"
up the result of his chase across the
in for the
lot 90x175 ft., with a num- it, before rejoining her husband
"The Star continent and back for his wife, their
progressives.
this city.
in
of
a
ber
shade and fruit trees. Five blocks from plaza. Will
Spangled Banner," p'ayed
most
Thornton left the city spirited manner, concluded this mus- two small sons, and his automobile. After a series of domestic disagreequote SNAP price to immediate purchaser.
last evening for Albuquerque where ical treat.
litems. Mrs. McNamara left her home
be will remain a few days on personal
for
?
GOOD
This
the
orchestra
went
with her two youngest children, in
morning
2
siness matters.
Ui
See
of
overnor McDonald is in Albuquer- - out t0 tlle Penitentiary to play for the the company of Mrs. Cora T). "Perkins,
Urn
inmates there and this afternoon ren her housekeeper, and Fred Patterson,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Buildino;, Santa Fe, N. M.
que having left for the Duke City last
before
dered a few pieces at St. Vincent's the chauffeur.
evening.
at both of which places
The husband's only clue to their
Frank Mourer and Miss Ida Rind-- ; Orphanage
HEALTH
LIABILITY
ACCIDENT
the music was greatly enjoyed.
path was a stream of returning checks
fieisxh stole a march on their many
on
account.
McNamara's
bank
Mrs.
Prof.
Bistolfi's orchestra wlil give
Santa Fe friends this afternoon by
their marriage, which took place at another concert at the Elks' tonight With the aid of the police he caught
them in Xew York, just as they were
i:
Methodist
St.
John's
Episcopal and a large attendance is assured.
Phone, Red 189.
The next point in the itinerary of to sail for Europe.
Rev. J. M. Shinier officiating.
church,
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The San Francisco
ji 119 San Francisco St.,
grand jury
Miss Rindfleisch has been employed the orchestra is Las Vegas.
found an indictment
against Mrs.
for some time in the store of V. N.
Perkins and Patterson, charging lar-- '
Townsend, where her efficiency and BOOZE OR NOT
ceny of the automobile, and ihey were
popularity were so generally reeog-- j
In
IS THE QUESTION
brought back to San Francisco.
nized, and Mr. Mourer is well known
the meantime, McXamara had hurried
as a favorite attache at the Plaza
IN EDDY COUNTY to Xew York, missed his wife there
market. The witnesses to the mar-- ;
and followed her to their home.
riage were William H. Rindfleisch,
Carlsbad, X. M., Aug. 21. It has
Today they are
brother of the bride, and Miss Anna
"There is not going to be any
415 Palace Avenue
::::
Dietzel. The bride and groom left on rained nearly every day for a week
Phone. W 204.
r
for and every one is happy except the trouble," says McNamara, "Mrs.
this
the
afternoon
3:50
train
IJO
Red.
or
License Numbers,
Day
Night Phone,
alfalfa farmer with a lot of hay down, ins will
darken the door of
Albuquerque, where they will remain
Next Doer to Postoffice,
' a few days, after which they will re--; The rain has been general
through our home again."
the county and is making splendid
turn and make this city their home,
on the range and corn and
Miss Bertha Adelsperger, who has grasson
the farms in Che valley, it
QSBSE2SGB
ROOSEVELT ORDERS
V
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Ifenry
has been
for six weeks and the
FIGHT ON V.ONGWORTH.
H. Kramer, of ChamAta, X. 31., for the stock men dry
began to worry about win- Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns in
Cincinnati. Ohio. Aug. 21. Op- ter grass, but the rains are coming in
STERLING SILVER.
position by a progressive candi- time to make winter feed.
'Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
of Con- to the
...
The heaviest nart of. thp npnr-- rvrtn
HAND DECORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
tJ.UIIWLfl .u
v.,,,,
.N.LllUittS
Ui,
('I fa&.Jl.lIl
has gone to market, one or two cars
KAUNE
H.
&G.
Roosevelt.
of
Gold
&
Colonel
and
Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
TO
DIRECT
REPAIRS
OPTICAL
SEND YOUR
remaining to go out. But there will N was ordered indirectly
a
by the
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
be peaches to ship by express for at V colonel
himself, according to Dr.
least a month yet.
V A. O. Zwick, a delegate to the S j
San Francisco
The third week of the Eddy county
Reliable Jeweler
recent
convention V
progressive
Street
for
X
teachers' institute opened this mornanin Chicago who
formally
a
much increased attendance. X nounced today he would run
ing with
I' is likely that the attendance will
S
against Longworth, republican.
reach a hundred the closing weeks of
"The colonel desires a com- the institute. The institute was visitplete ticket in the field from this
ed last week by State Superintendent
county," said Dr. Zwick.
NEW MEXICO.
E. LAS VEGAS,
X.
Alvan
White, Dr. Boyd of the State
Vniversity, Dr. Light of the Xormal at
Silver City, and Dr. Roberts of the
Xormal at Las Vegas.
!
Returns
Accurate Work-Qu- ick
The saloon situation is still acute in
Eddy county. Upon the request of
District Attorney K. K. Scott the county commissioners appointed L. A.
Gal-ist- eo
Sixty-fo- ot
to take a census of Knowles, Malaga, Loving, and San Jose to see if
blocks from
these places had the required popula- tlon of one thundred people. Mr. Swi- !
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
gart is now at work. The people of
San Jose, however, are not waiting
"
for relief from the outside, but have
Fire, Life, Accident,
TEL
up
taken the matter In their own hands
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
and petitioned the city of Carlsbad to
be taken into town. The council acHacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
the petition and will call an
cepted
of
The
Daily Receipts
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
election to annex San Jose. This will
close up the saloon in San Jose.
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'lilt.
special saie lur saiuruay, Augusi Lm
Gingham, fast
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Children's

cts.
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Muslin,

Towels, Bath Mats, White Quilts, Etc.
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'
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sol-di- d

FURNITURE ITEMS

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,
Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

.

ce

Carpets!

...

$1.99 $1.99
at OnceSee

FURNITURE

?

!
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TO LOAN

on improved business property only. Why not
put this with what you have and purchase a
sale some
income property We have
the best residence property in the city.
us
closing a deal elsewhere.

I

z

DWELL

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

-

O.C.WATSON & CO.

'

SWEET PEAS

MULLIGAN & RISING,

JAMESuC. McCONVERY,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Perk-neve-

66-6-

cot-te- n

I

SILVERWARE AND.'JEWELRY.

'

Why

Walt ?

i

!Uite

-

S.

Dispensing Optician,

While they last
which will
not be long,

FOR SALE!

JOHNW.MAYES

BIGGEST BARGAIN IN CITY
Three
front lots on
Road, three
Capitol
MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE

Swi-ga-

1J4

cts Per Pound

INSURANCE

BUY NOW

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

i

H. C. YONTZ,

APRICOTS

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

I

f

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

TAUPERT,

i

call

mw

LEONARD!

REAL ESTATE

104DON GASPER

Telephone 9 W

ST.

LasCrucesCantaloupes
Go Like Hot Cakes

Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
Or at Least His Capital !
A

Five Widely Different

Magazines
Want a Representative
To Cover Local Territory
Easy-Sellin-

g

There Is Big Money for the
right person. Man or woman,
young or old. It you want work
tor one hour or 8 hours a day,
write at once to
PUBLISHING
THE BUTTERICK
CO.,
Butterlck Building, New York,

Where

Do Vou

SAWYER'S
Give Him a

Get Shaved ?

IS THE BEST PLACE

Trial East of the Plaza.

THEY ARE FINE, TRY THEM
All kinds of FRUITS and VEGETABLES received daily. If you
want nice Fruits and Vegetables
call on us.

Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders

at Butt

Bros. Drug Store

H.

S. KAUNE

a

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe, Onalitv

this

honor

will be
awarded to General Booth by tlie ab-- !
bey authorities.
It is the general belief that the
general's last resting place will be
alongside that of his wife, who, 21
years ago, was buried in Abbey Park
Stock, Xewington.
Almost the last words of General
Booth, were uttered just before he
lost consciousness. He was referring
to God's promises and speaking with
great difficulty, said:

"They are sure they are sure

you will only believe."

i

City Property, Farms,

Ranches,

(Continued from page one.)

not expected

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

EXPRESS LINE.

GENERAL BOOTH DHOPS SWORD.

Orchards,
Grants.5 Etjd

Land

Surety

AUTO GARAGE
THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK

Bonds

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS

Cor.

Of

Selipian

All Kinds.

and

Water

Telephone 194 W., Room

U

Sts.

Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN OARAGE IN THE CITY.
Phone your cal
Giving the best service at all times.
SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

LAl'GHLIN BUILDING,

If

SANTA

FE,

NEW MEXICO

the

Mccormick

ON

HAND.

auto co.
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The New Mexican Review
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El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly

The
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General Manager
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SUBSCRIPTION
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RATES

Daily, per quarter, by mall

Dally, six months, by mail

$5.00
$2.50

Weekly, per year

$1.00

Weekly, six months

Dally, per year: by mail

rado Springs. The people of the Up
per Pecos regret very much to have
Mr. Hately leave, however, we trust
Valley. Ranch, X. M., Aug. 21.
Mr. V. C. Hately and family, who his summer has been sufficiently
pleasant in spite of the rains to in
the Childer's duce
have been occupying
him to return next year.
cottage on the Vpper Pecos, left, yesJudge L. C. Collins and Mr. P. T.
terday for Chicago, expecting to Blandy, of Santa Fe, are spending a
spend a day or so at Santa Fe and week fishing at the Valley Ranch and
stopping on the way through at Colo are making some very fine catches.
VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.

Daily per quarter, by

$1.25

carrier

$1.50

50

j

The Misses Ferdel and Jahn returned yesterday from Santa Fe, having
'with
days
spent three delightful
Judge and Mrs. R. H. Hanna. They
found words inadequate to express
their pleasure and appreciation.
Among the recent arrivals at Valley Ranch are Mr. and Mrs. A. K.
Burrow, of Memphis Tenn., and Miss
Emily Thirsk, of Chicago.

are few men that are housekeepers,
but if ever there comes a time when
they wish they were it is when they
get sudden news that the housewife
is coming home after a few weeks ab- sence, and the house 'has been in
charge of the houseman.

"All of Today's News Today"
mm..--

...

,

ANOTHER ONE.

another kick a good legitimate one, which the Bystander is requested to note and call attention to.
It is the running of waste water from
the buildings facing on San Francisco
street, down Water street, so that
the Beaver's home and the Montezuma
hotel are getting the results which
consist of a stream of dirty water
running down the road with ill smelling pools and unsightly conditions.
Just why this water Is not directed
into the sewer system I do not know,
but it certainly ought to be, and the
residents on Water and Don Caspar
streets are licensed to register a kick.
Just this kind of thing is what injures
I mean

A NEW ERA HAS DAWNED.

Political history, we use the word political in its broadest sense, has been
made faster in this country in the past two months than in the entire 50
years that preceded them.
It is not an extravagant statement to say Chat the new era in the political,
economic and social life of this country, so ardently hoped for and striven
for and prayed for by the millions of American men and women who love
Give me a simple little place
humanity better than they love dollars, has dawned.
With rooms, we'll say, for twenty;
The birth of the progressive party at Chicago; its nomination of Roose- velt and Johnson on a platform dealing in unequivocal language with such with swimming baths and ample
vital social problems as minimum wage scales, equal suffrage, hours of labor
space
f01. touring cars in plenty;
for men and women, the protection of defenseless children from tihe greed
of the wolves of industrialism was, if possible, a more remarkable demon-- with ha!f a dozen tennis courts
stration of the determination of the common people to take back their gov-- j
nd roomy riding stables,
links for golf and other sports,
eminent Into their own hands than was the victory at Baltimore, where the
common people, under the leadership of Wilson and Bryan drove the money
An(1 firs(. casa bm;ard tables,
changers from the temple of democracy.
Ten weeks ago the national convention of tlie most powerful and proud-- , There let me live in frugal peace
est political party this country has ever had, a party that has been in almost! lar from the city's riot,
continuous control of the government for SO years, was held at Chicago with where all formality can cease
And life is plain and quiet;
all the pomp and circumstance that attends such gatherings
Today that party is dead beyond any possible chance of resurrection; its
its candidate for president of the United States,
platform a
discredited as have been few if any of his predecessors.
The presidential contest upon which the people of this country are
contest.
contest it is a
is not a tbree-sideTaft and the gray wolves of privilege that surround him are already de-

COUNTEY 0GTTA0BI
--

v

stately forms to be observed.
But, casual as a sutler,
My chef's plain dinners shall be

Xo

serv-

ed
By my own special butler.

1

would not mock with luxury-Dam-e
Xature's simple beauties;
A valet and two maids, or three,
a city and if any buildings in town
Could do the menial duties.
I'd want, of course, a stock of wines that should have a waste water system perfected, it is those very busi(All things in moderation)
And thus I'd rough it, mid the pines, ness ihouses in the heart of the city,
Three miles from civilization!
along San Francisco street facing the
plaza. The complaining citizens say
that complaints have been registered
but that they seem unavailing and it
is desirable that some action be tak-jeTHE BYSTANDER
to abate the nuisance.
SEES IT
So much has b en done in the past
few weeks to beautify Santa Fe and
feated.
to better conditions that it is only fair
One of the other parties will have the reins of government in the coming
A WREATH OF FLOWERS.
and
that others should join
years. Theirs will be the duty of carrying out a new policy which will bring
Congratulations, Sec old boy! Ain't
To hold in memory a person in his- handsright
with those who have endeavit bully!
the people in control of their own affairs.
tory who has accomplished something ored to make better conditions and do
It is our belief that the new progressive party, free from old entanglefor his country, no matter in what their
ments, unfettered by former alliances, uninfluenced by sectional feeling, is
part too. There is not anything
The nominating power is not as fie'd of
endeavor, is commendable, al- much worse in a town, as far as apthe party to lead us into these new fields of endeavor, under the dawning Trivial as they think, is it Sec?
accomto
that
recognize
ways, and
than a stream of dirty
light of a new national era. To this party every believer in a change of
or pearance goes,
by" some
expression
waste water running down the street
method and in a people's government should lend a cordial and consistent
We knew when Uncle Tom said you plishment
in the after years is fitting aud as always happens the. ones who
support.
were all right that Fergusson couldn't ceremonial
and right.
0
let the water flow out in this careless
make it stick, Sec.
The Bystander was impressed last manner are not the ones who get the
cere- results. In the
MORE THAN
present case as in most
The new pure food law is very Sunday afternoon by a brief
The standpat candidate for attorney general in Michigan declares that drastic
was marked by both
that
cases of this kind t'he unpleasant feamony
labels.
However,
the real issue in this campaign is the tariff whether we want to continue it its the concerningthat count.
and beauty. It was held in the tures are borne by those where the
contents,
or relinquish it; that we have had experience under boih the tariff and free
Old Palace toward the close of day, waste water stands in pools and grows
trade systems.
amid
historic surroundings. stale and oderiferous.
Governor Marshall has accepted the and
The Michigan candidate continues:
connected with it seemed
Everything
.Mr.
we
to
tne nomination,
bnernian
nope
"The fact remains, and it is more important than all things else
appealing and reminscent. The memTHE ROUGH RIDER.
The work- - accepts when tie is notified,
people at large, that we have a condition of general prosperity.
bers of the D. A. R. sat in (Tie quaint
man
is
and
business
the
the
farmer
of
has
prices,
good
work,
plenty
ingman
(Mae Peregrine.)
That thirsty elephant that ran historic chamber, while tlTeir state
doing well. Our farmers are protected against competition from Canada and
Xow, on his roughest ride,
In Chicago yesterday couldn't regent delivered a brief but touching
amuck
to
be
in
will
continue
protected,
elsewhere and with republicans
power they
Fares the rough-ridehave been the G. O. P. emblem bolt- - tribute to the memory of the soldier
Reciprocity is dead for 50 years."
hero whose name is so inseparably
Mountains impassable,
Mr. Kuhn overlooks the fact that the platform of the progressives de- - lug too!
Chasms grown wider,
connected with Santa Fe, and whose
clares: "We believe in a protective tariff which shall equalize conditions of;
Seek to entangle him,
entrance
into the city marked so im
perfect-farme- r
town
This
lose
much
would
for
both
the
and
United
States
the
countries,
foreign
competition between
Threaten to slay him;
era in our history.
and manufacturer, and which shall maintain for labor an adequate ly good real estate every year if our portant an
with our loyalty,
But,
file
didn't
was
The
sunset
when
hour
nearly always
Kearney
department
standard of living."
Xothing can stay him.
save the lot- the
old
sixty-sientered
palace
of
the
favor
in
is
the
the
tariff
concerned,
argument
Thus, as far as
years ago, and thus at sunset the paold organization does not hold good. The tariff is an issue of course, but
All eyes are watching him;
Xow Sec, the thing to do is to settle triotic women of another generation
on this the progressive party stands square. While it is an issue it is overSome how they fear him!
and
old
the
Trivial
('own
days,
of
the
about
forget
the soldier
placed
potrait
shadowed by the greater, more potent and pressing one, that of the
Some with what confidence!
kid. U. S. marshals ain't supposed a wreath of flowers in token of their
of the people in their governmental rights; the recognition of
Those who revere him.
to slug anyone, not even a democrat. admiration,
gratefulness and detheir interests as at least equal to those of the great corporations, and the
We, who most honor him,
votion.
a
is
It
is
to
the
is
own
affairs.
That
that
of
ceremony
their
giving to them a voice in the management
Honor, for brain and brawn.
The spectacle of Judge Alton B. , be
repeated once each anniversary
fundamental issue, and in fighting for that the party has not lost sight of
And
for his love of men
Marshall
Parker
Governor
informing
day, and the example is one to follow.
titiose other principles which we believe to be necessary to our progress and
we cheer him on!
Boldly
of his nomination, makes us smile beSanta Fe has so much of tremendprosperity.
,
hind our hand. Great shades of
ous
come
the
in
must
whom
historic
from
cannot
we
interest
present
the
that
help
It is
progressive party
He was our pilot
X. Y.
afford to lose sight, of the events
great emergency in our government life.
Thru the uncertain years;
0
which made us what we are and
He was the friend of men;
The national assembly of China in- - which
are so interwoven with the
He could allay their fears.
sists upon being informed as to why past. We owe these
FOR ADVANCEMENT.
days of recogniEvils he boldly met;
"A great party has pledged itself to the protection of children, to the three of its prominent generals were tion to ourselves and we owe them to
Ever the foe of vice;
of put to death. What's the use; all of
care of the aged, to the relief of overworked girls, to the
ci:r country. We should and we want
He, for the peoples' sake,
burdened men. Committed to these humane undertakings, it is inevitable 'em are dead.
to show to the rest of the nation a
Gloried in sacrifice.
that such a party should appeal to women, should seek to draw upon the
spirit of patriotism, and appreciation
in
unutilized
aud
so
undesired
long
great reservoir of their moral energy,
Uncle Tom has got two cannon of the great figures who were partici- In the
years,
practical politics one is the corollary of the other, a program of human from the war department for Santa jprnts. actively in the wonderful days
Years most precarious,
welfare, the necessity for woman's participation."
Fe. We don't urge any special loea of long ago, which were so full of
Who best can calm our fears;
That is a plea for humanity. It is not demagogic, nor dangerous, nor ticn tor tnem but we positively insist portent to the American people.
Still the unrest in us?
Jeopardizing to our institutions. It is a quotation from the speecn ot jane that neither of them be so placed as
Who knows the rifts that yawn,
The' simple little ceremony of the
to point towards our editorial office.
Aciiams. delivered at the progressive convention at Chicago.
members of the D. A. R. last Sabbath
Deeper and wider?
n
One let us cheer him on!
is a lesson, pointing the way in the
He
dead.
is
of
Salvation
the
commander
Army
General William Booth,
Our brave rough-rideNOAH, THE DEMAGOGUE.
right direction.
was really one of the big figures of this generation and accomplished, through
The
of
Ararat
the
last
copy
Journal,
trea
the agency of the religious army which he organized and commanded
You cannot get up to Jate printing
IN TROUBLE
published three days before the flood,
mendous amount of good. The Salvation Army touched where the church has
material
recently been excavated from the There is not a man in any position unless you have
could not. try as it might, and it ihas pulled from the slough of despair many
of an Oriental magnate's in life who is enjoying any more dis and faculties. The New Mexican
drawer
top
who
soldier
in
The
it.
Christian
were
who
woman
a man and
slowly sinking
desk.
tress than the man whose wife has Printing Company has both, and a'
died yesterday has left a touching and a beautiful record behind him, and
been away for the summer, and who the same time expert mechanics. Your
It says editorially:
an army of devoted followers will mourn over the final call which summoned
"The radical utterances of old man has been baching for the past few- orders are alwavg assured pergonal at
him away.
0
Noah are to be strongly deprecated weeks in his own home. Those flow- tention.
ers which he was told to w ater careAnother text in our creed:
by all conservative citizens. Especi- EVERY STREET IN SANTA FE
The conscience of the people, in a time of grave national problems, has ally do we deplore his unwarranted at fully look like alfalfa on a dry farm
called into being a new party, born of the nation's awakened sense of justice- tacks on the Sin Trust and its worthy and there is no time now to get the
green back into the plants even if Has Its Share of the Proof That KidIn accordance with the needs of each generation the people must use their, board of directors,
are drenched and puddled for
industrial
and
ney Sufferers Seek,
maintain
and
to
establish
equal
opportunity
AsMe fl.om the fact tllat tnese they
sovereign powers
the
next
few days with unrelenting
no
which
was
and
without
founded,
which
secure
this
to
government
justice,
gontlenwm stand very high in the com.
Backache?
Persistency. The front room curtains
Kidneys weak?
and are
republic can endure."
munity, such wild denunciation
almost yellow with tobacco smoke
"
Distressed with urinary il!s?
our people listened to and
as
'predictions
the room is so saturated with the
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
It is reported that 2.000 more marriages have taken place in California . gt evenlng are likeIv to ppoduca an
that the confused master of the Don't have to look far. Use what
since women secured the right of suffrage than in any corresponding period. m.8ettled condiUon of affa!rs and dam. odor
house is debating whether it would Santa Fe
Every
people recommend.
This proves conclusively that women have time to devote to other things than age misin;ss
not help some to burn a big onion on
voting in spite of the claims of those who opposed them in their rights,
It jg generally believed that his a shovel of coals to aid somewhat in street in Santa Fe has its cases.
Here's one Santa Fe man's experiSo, there.
In the deordorization.
motives are not above suspicion.
ence.
hint
are
those
who
informed
well
The
kitchen
sink and table look as
Marshall was told yesterday that he had been nominated for
Let Jose Ortiz y Baca, of Alto St.,
the old man has some watered if they had been used for a garbage
vice Resident and Sunny Jim Sherman was no.ifiedtoday. so now they all
tell
it.
own
which
stock
of
his
?"d ""d.gested
can, and there isn't a clean dish in
know iuu le running and the real race can begin.
ne exl)ects to float as soon as the Sin the house from the stone china set He says: "In 1907 I used Doan's Kidis swamped.'
to the cut glassware, while the floors ney Pills for pains In my back that
The confirmation of Secundino Romero by the senate is the consumma- ;Trust
are In such a condition that every had troubled me for three years. They
tion of the last act of the Xew Mexico boss cabal. Their race is run in the
and proved so
step leaves a footprint in the dust, and brought prompt relief
fitting.
I gave
a public
politics of this state and the end is most
SCANDALOUS!
as for disorder and confusion,
o
the satisfactory that
statement in their praise. Xow after
houseman
did
know
so
not
had
he
from
at
it
that
this
must
feel, looking
standpoint,
Those Detroit aldermen
I
are
many clothes nor so many shoes when two and a half years have passed,
testhey are but kindergartners. The real students in bribery and grafting
of
that
word
confirm
every
gladly
his
was
GREAT
wife
home.
SALE
The laundry bag
to be found in the Xew York political college.
has been Bpilling clothes for a month timonial. I can add that I have since
0
TROUSERS
back and the whole house has an air used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving them
In Switzerland they have forbidden kissing in railway stations. If the
desolation and almost destruction, a more thorough trial and have receivof
D
we
not
should
stations
American
think
some
OFfl
stations there are as bad as
while
there stands the petrified figure ed great benefit. I know that this
that anybody would want to kiss in them.
of a man In the center of it all looking remedy is a cure lor backache and
0
at a yellow slip of paper on which he kidney complaint."
A Kansas City conductor found a pocketbook on his car with $3,500 in
has just read the words, "Will be For sale by all dealers. Price 50
it. He is trying to think how ne can spend to tne oest aavanrage, tne aonar
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
home tomorrow on noon train."
he received as a reward.
Talk about rattles and brain storms, New York, sole agents for the United
0
if a man don't have It at a time like States.
Congressman Stanley says the progressive party is a Punch and Judy
Remember the name
Doan's and
I hope this thing that the is made of cement, and has
My goodness!
show. We can recall many an instance where Punch and Judy have taken
no feelings worth mentioning.
There take no other.
doesn't go any further.
crowd with them.
two-side-
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The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

m

give to patrons the advantages
new and modern vaults
and barricaded with Yale
Locks.
Deposit
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnable.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they
will be safe from fire as well as theft.

WE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

PALACE
THE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

S. A. AKINS,

Proprietor.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, 52.50 and up,

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

r.

LARQE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

1

x

Eso-pus-

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

g

swift-comin- g

How About That Fire Insurance?
FULLY PROTECTED ?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About
THE

It!- -

--

MOULTON-ESP-

Then Act!

COMPAN V

E

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
"MANUFACTURER OF
MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RUGS, PILLOW

TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.

Send for Price List.
119 Don

Gaspar Avenue.

ft

ONE-THIR-

Foster-Milbur-

the

n

ONE DOLLAR BUYS
One Thousand Dollar? in Accident Insurance for one
OCEAN

INSURANCE COMPANY.
Let us Explain Our New

ACCIDENT

year in the

TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY

For those who travel.
GENERAL

AGENTS

HALL

&

This contract is a winner.
HALL KTOM8cnTbtlacity

You cannot get up to date printing
8ubscre for the Santa Fe New
material Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts
unless you have
01
and facilities. The New Mexican of the time and works for the upPrinting Company has both, and at building cf our new State.
the same time expert mechanics.
Vour orders are elwayg assured per
A little want ad costs but a few
sonal attention.
cents and brings wonderful results
Latest sporting news In the Santa when published in the New Mexican.
Try one.
Fe New Mexican. Read It

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

has filed notice of intention to make
r
Anal
proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, IT. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on the
five-yea-

of the
U. S. Land Office

Department

Interior.
at Santa Fe, X. M.
August 9, 1912.

Pecos Forest.
9th day of October, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
New Mexico, on August 2", 190", made of Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga-do- ,
Homestead Application No.
of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
S
for SW
NW
NE
Ramirez, of Pecos, New Mexico.
NW
Section S, Township
SW
MANUEL R. OTERO,
17 X., Range 12 E., X. M. P. Meridian,
Register
0472S-11-fi0-

2

4

4

NEWS OF THE STATE

aCimvmheSoreU

embarking in that industry than by
giving their entire atteniion to fanning. Merely raising sufficient for the
farm end confining iemse!ves to cattle, they fee! that the profits will be
more secure and regular. There is always a good demand lor butter. With
t a central
a cream separator
point

GOOD RAINS.

The Ixigan country
has received
good rains during the week and the
cloudy weather that has prevailed,
following the showers, tends to preserve the moisture in the ground. All
the dry farmers are rejoicing over
;the prospects of a bumper crop. jogan Leader.

-'

handle the product of the cow,
bem. This moveshould encourage
ment is not general by any means.
W. P. Close this week favored the There would be no need of
curtailing'
Courier with one of the nicest look- the agricultural part. Just adding the
we
ing and finest flavored peaches
dairy industry to that which this seahave ever seen grown in the Minibres son promises so well. Rock Island
measure- Tribune.
valley, the circumference
ment of which was eight inches. "Uncle Bill" has a fine young orchard on
THE KNOCKER'S CROP.
his place north of town and is showThe next time you hear someone
ing the people of that section how hammering on the country, slip around
stuff will grow. Columbus Courier.
and take a squint at his crop o:'
weeds and then consider the source.
STILL POPULAR.
'We have long since ceased looking for
The shipping of cantaloupes and the snaps of this country, for there is
tomatoes goes bravely on, increasing no such thing as a snap, and we find
every day as the fruit ripens and gets that it takes some work at least to
ready for the market. As an evidence make a living where ere you be. New
of the popularity e? the Ixtkewood Mexico is positively no place for the
We have
kind, the railroad men, trainmen and faint and weak hearted.
many citizens of other towns in the heard, and innumerable others have
heard the same delusion, that all one
valley are constantly buying crates
of cantaloupes and tomatoes from our need have in this country to raise a
crop i3 a "pocket full of seed and a
people here. Lakewood Progress.
hole in the pocket, a pair of walking
legs and your crop was planted"' but
SAME THING.
About a week ago a report was out this is as the fairy tale, but, judging;
from the appearances of some crops,
here that Bill Parbee had turned his we
still have a good number who are
toes up to the daisies and his friends
that delusion. Grady
were feeling somewhat blue. Through living under
Record.
careful inquiry made by Chas. Rouse
it was learned that Bill was not dead,
A DELICATE SUBJECT.
but in Texas, where he is at present
X. Page. U. S. commissioner
Frank
Mineral
at
of
all
sojourning
Wells,
which is good news to his many old at Buchanan, wos a visitor here 'for a
time friends. Mrs. Barbee is stopping couple of days this week, and while
here told us some long, tall fish
at Cutter. Hillsboro Advocate.
stories. Mr. Page says that he stocked a lake near Puerto de Luna, with
PLENTY OF GREEN STUFF.
Fruit and vegetables are plenty in black bass about five years ago, ind
I.as Cruces and cheap, too. Every- that while lie and Tom Fitzglbbous
on a fishing trip up there about
body is vegetating and enjoying the were
fine crop of green stuff and putting a month ago, they caught fish weighup fruit for winter. There is no en- ing two and half pounds, and six
forced idleness in Las Cruces though inches long. With a copy of the
there are idle men who should be at game and fish laws before us, and in
view of the fact that Frank is also
work, for their is a scarcity of la-- ;
borers in nearly all lines. With gard- a deputy game and fish warden, we
en "sass" plenty and work plenty hesitate to chronicle the full account.
what's the use of worrying. Las Cru- of that trip, as he might have arrest
h'mself, not mentioning poor Tommy,
ces Republican.
whom we think was dragged in
against his will. Fort Sumner Re-- .
SHE GOT THE COYOTE.
Mrs. P. .1. Pickering's flock of chick-- ! view.
ens was visited by a large coyote
GOT THERE IN TIME.
Wednesday morning, who was sue-- ;
"It's a long lane that has no turn,"
cessful in catching i nice large frier
and started off with it, but Mrs. Pick- is an old adage that ever proves true,
and took and it is a truth that after a drought,
ering seized her
a few shots at h''n, knocking
him comes the rain.
After a lapse of several weeks and
down the second shot at a distance
of 100 yards when he dropped the' seemly, crops to be annihilated by
chicken and mode his
but the drought, rain conies to their reshe got the chicken. Roy Spanish lief, and has put new life into every,
thing and everybody, and crops that
American.
promised to be a failure, will now
make a fair yield.
HORSE KICKED HIM.
A boy named Denton
The rainfall has been estimated at
Smith, was
brought down from Artesia, Saturday from two to six inches and the soil
night of last week for treatment at is fairly soaked. The indications are
the Eddy county hospital.
He was good for plenty more and with suf-- ;
kicked in the abdomen by a horse, ficient moisture, the plains farmers
some ten days previous, and was will put thousands of their rich acres
brought to the physicians here for an to wheat, as there is now an abund-- j
operation. An operation was perform-- , ance of good seed in the country,
ed the same night, and the lad was Quay county is destined to be the
thought to be in a serious condition, grainary of the southwest, and will
but was reported to be getting along contribute much to the prosperity of
in oar new state. Pioneer News.
with
chances
nicely, Monday,
favor of his recovery.
His parents,
R. L. Smith and wife, accompanied
CIMARRON PROSPEROUS.
him to Carlsbad
Carlsbad Argus,
Cement sidewalk builders are
in this city at the present time.
CHAPTER OF ACCIDENTS.
The first of the week cement walks
Samuel Holstein, who 'had been a were started to be made at the corner
patient at the Socorro hospital for of the Brooks residence on Seventh
some ten days suffering from blood street,
running east for two blocks,
poisoning in his right arm, left that 10 join Washington avenue from the
of
institution on Wednesday
last west.
week, going to the Jack Bruton ranch
The contractors and their assistin the western part of Socorro county.
ants are busily engaged ond it. will be
Mr. Holstein had no more than reach-several days before the walks are
ed his destination when he met with
completed.
an accident in which this left arm was
The walks are being built by propbroken, and he was again brought to;
owners who take much pride in
the hospital, where he is under the! erty
their premises clean and havkeeping
!
care of Dr. Parvis, who has success-a good appearance. The residents
ing
fully performed no less than four op-- j from
of the city can henceerations on the young man within the forth that part
enjoy the walks very much durlast two weeks. Socorro Chieftain.
ing the inclement weather when it
is prevalent in these parts.
STRUCK BY LIGHTNING.
It is stated that a good many propDoroteo Sisneros, living across the erty owners will have walks built beriver from the postoffiee in Costilla, fore the fall of the year. Cimarron
but who has been sheep herding in News.
Wyoming, was struck by a bolt of
lightning 10 days ago. The ranchman,
DAYTON OIL FIELDS.
for whom he was working, telegraph-- ,
The work of developing the Dayton
ed to his people In Costilla and two 011 field
is certainly a case of making
men went to Wyoming and brought haste
We are reliably informslowly.
enhim home on Tuesday.
He was
ed however, that the preliminary work
tirely speechless and could not move is making fair progress and with a
hand or foot, but after being visited little hard work in
securing leases
by two hundred of his friends, much the companies will soon be ready to
to the Inconvenience of the physician start actual
operations.
attending he has recovered sufficient-- i
There are men now In the field who
ly to be able to Uilk and to move can show sufficient credentials to
hand and leg upon one side. Taos convince anyone that they mean busiRecorder.
ness and all they ask Is to be given a
chance.
The question of securing
WILL TRY DAIRYING.
leases sufficient to interest these comNumbers of Quay county farmers panies is the problem that now must
are going to take up dairying. They be solved and all who have any interthink they can tnake more money by est in this vicinity should lend every
i

IT WAS A PEACH.

VOLUME 18.

NEW MEXICO REPORTS
NOW READY.
Price, $2.70.

Express Prepaid, $3.00.

Send your orders in now for this latest
volume covering the decisions of the
Supreme Court up to January 15, 1912.
We also carry in stock all numbers from
one to fifteen inclusive. Copies of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 and all subse's
quent Session Laws. Money's and
Digestsof the New Mexico Reports.
Missouri Code Pleadings and Missouri
Pleading Forms.
Der-den-

SALE

FOR

BY

New Mexican Printing

Co-- ,

PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.

SUMMER

T0URI5T
RATES
EAST AND WEST
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

St.

Chicago,

St. Paul,
$50.35

Louis,

$44.35

$50.35

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,

$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

Oneway via Portland,

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35

to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.

On sale daily,

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

On sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6, 1912.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER

POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Eastern

For further information call on or address,

SANTA FE, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

'

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On

Sale Daily, Until

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

$50.35

NEW YORK,

$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
Al IPABNIA
fViUrUlllllA
LOS ANGELES

and

Going via El Paso and Southern Pacific and

same route, or via

SAN DIEGO,

$46.90

returning

A., T. & S. F.

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Fox, Gen'l Pas& 5. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
senger Agt. E.
H. A. COOMER,

General Manager

N. M. C. R. R.,

effort to the work.
We are informed that some private
individuals are hampering the work
by taking leases merely for speculabe careful
tion. Land owners
as to whom they make leases, for to
lease to a person who has not the
money to put down a test well is
merely taking that much land out of
the hands of those who would do
The men who have the
something.
money and are willing to spend it
in making a test of the field are the
ones who should have the leases.

j

very-bus-

y

CLOUDBURST NEAR HODGES.

cloudburst on the Rio (Irando in
the neighborhood of Hodges, New
Mexico, played havoc with the Santa
Barbara
Pole and Tie Company's
works, carrying away all of the ties
and thereby throwing out of employment the men who had been working
the camp.
Foreman Mike Smith and Clinton
Crandall formerly of this city, together with (piite a number of lumber
jac ks at rived in Santa Fe last night
bringing news of the disaster which
The New Mexi- had "laid off" so many men. The
Society Stationery
can Printing Company have on hand damages caused by the clued burst
and can make up promptly the latest are considerable, Mr. Crandall said,
.'onus in society stationery. The netf and it will be some time before evsize correspondence
cards, etc. Or erything is in shape once more. In
ders taken for engraved and em the meantime all operations of the
bossed work. Several lines to make camp have been suspended indefiniteur selection from.
ly.
A

Nate,

collier,-spas-

vekcetuatoh and cakkxnfm.

m
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Wom
has five mi-

ran
tor scientists have proven that the
of blood.
llionthe woman only lour and a half million to a cubic millimetre
"
an is not quite so rich,

"in

A decrease in number of red blood corpuscles ond a person looks pale
fact, is anaemic the blood does not get the right food and probably the stomach is

disordered.
Dr. R. V. Pierce found years oo that a glyceric extract of golden seal and
Oregon grape roots, queen's root and bloodroot with black cherrybark, would help
the assimilation of: the food in the stomach, correct liver ills and in Nature's own
lnis medicine ne
way increase the red blood corpuscles,
called Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. By assimiblood
lating the food eaten the system is nourished and the
takes on a rich red color. Nervousness is only " the cry
of the starved nerves for food," and when the nerves are
fed on rich red blood the person looses tjiose irritable feelings, sleeps well at night and is refreshed in the morning.

El)

"I was attacked with a severe nervous disease, which was caused by
a disordered stuinixh rind liver' writes Mk. Jas. D. Lively, of WashAll my friends thought 1 would die and
burn, Tenn., Eoute 2, Box 83.
the best physicians gave me up. 1 was advised to try Dr. Pierces
Golden Medical Discovery, and derived much benefit from same. My
case had run so lonff, it had become so chronic that nothing would effect
a permanent cure, but Dr. Pierce's medicine has done much for me and
1
advise its use as a spring tonic, snd
recommend it. 1 heartily
.
.I
... ... .
rw u;nw,A'a rAir-inlujf. .r.i t h.'lF
:.
t highly
. u.
diseases have run so long that there Is no chance to be cured.
uvelt, &SQ..
Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser. 31 stamps, to pay for wrapping and mailing only.

a good cook.
Sargent.

Apply to

room House Witt
KOI! RKXT
furniture- or not, Aug. 20, D. S. Low- itzki.
!

FOR SALE Two story residence on
Palace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. O.

Wauon

& Co.

LOST A long tan coat, between
Sargent "s residence and Santa Fe cant.
yon. Reward for return to W. G.
Sar-gtn-

WAXTF.I). by an employed gentleman, a binail neatly furnished room
with piivate family.
References exchanged. Address 120 New Mexican.

FOR RENT In private family, to
two or four people, two nice sunny
looms; one lias private entrance. Next
door to bath, electric lights, telephone. Address "L" care New Mexican.
Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- ng all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. Nevr
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rentf'J. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters
Santa Fe Typiwriter Exchange. Phone ZZi.
Cleaned,

guar-antee-

MEN!

LAND IN NEW MEXICO
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HM WITH THIRD
JANE'ADDAMS WRITES:
PARTV BECAUSE OF ITS SOCIAL PROGRAM"
C

(Miss Jane Addams is the leadin g social settlement worker of America and Hull House, Chicago, over w hich she presides, is the nation's
model social settlement. Miss Addams, attended the Bull Moose convendelegate-at-largfrom Illinois. Kditor.)
tion as
e

(BY JANE ADDAMS.)

There are two reasons why I was
a delegate in a national convention
for the first time in my life.
The first is the social program in
new party; the
second is woman,'s suffrage.
We women have been going around
the country demanding political representation, and it Is only consistent
that now when, for the first time, we
are invited to participate, we should
accept. The suffrage plank alone,
however, would not have brought me
into the party and its convention.
The important thing, in my judgment,
is the social and industrial reform
program offered by this new party.
In Colonel Roosevelt's confession of
faith, and in the preliminary drafts
of the platform, which I have seen,
were offered the first real program
for social and industrial reform.
This new party pledges itself to
work for such things as the minimum
wage for women, the eight-hou- r
day,
the regulation and prevention of child
and other
labor, old age pensions,
things for which we social workers
have been working for years. Hither
to, the great parties have Ignored
these questions, aad devoted themselves to glittering generalities on

the platform of th

.. 41111

iiwnu

O. O. CARR, CHAMA, N. M.
ACKXTS New book telling all
about "Roosevelt and the Progressive
Party;" enormous demand; complete
book ready; one sample free to every
agent; highest commission or salary.
'Also "Titanic Disaster.'' "White Slave
Trade." and .1011 others. Write immediately for free outfit. International Bible House, Perry Building.
Philadelphia.
WANTED A male, teacher with
state teaching qualifications, and who
'lias some knowledge of manual train-- :
ing, to teach t. the New Mexico Reform School for a term of about 7
months and serve :s ?uard the balance of year. Salary, $70.no monthly,
Without board. A twelve months' contract will be given to a satisfactory
applicant. Correspond with A. C.
Sec'y of X. .M. R. S., Springer,

Cel-ilie- r,

X. M.

j

a railpcad tie and
up The Cjao- witm
hook
a
with

button hook.
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Then anoint it with
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'

many

G.

Any size tract 5,000 acres up
Prices right and on good terms.
For information call on or write

1

is a

VY.

GRAZING

j

RICH.
Women
Are, Not
Why
blood cells.
the possession
times over
Man
millionaire
nornral

WANTED,
Mi's.

ATTENTION, STOCK
Tracts of Fine

'

Sept. 30, 1912.

CHICAGO,

Nature in her wisdom and beneficence has provided, in her great
vegetable laboratory, the forest, a cure for most of the ills and ailmentsbo-of
humanity. Work and study have perfected the compounding of these
tanical medicines ar.d placed them at our disposal. We rely upon thcr.t
first because of their ability in curing disease, and next because we can use
them with the confidence that such remedies do not injure the system.
Among the best of these remedies from the lorest is
S. S. S., a medicine made entirely of roots, herb:;
and barks in such combination as to make it the
greatest of all blood purifiers an 1 the safest of all
tonics. It docs not contain the least particle of
harmful mineral. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Malaria, Skin
Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison and all other
diseases dependent on impure blood. As a tonic
S. S. S. builds up the system by supplying a sufficient amount of viiror and nourishment to the body.
S. S. S. always cures without leaving any unpleasant or injurious effects.
It is perfectly safe for young or old. Book on the blood and any medics.
advice free.'
JHE SyIFT S?ECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.

'

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.

Los Angeles,

."AG 7 SEVEN.

11

yljil

WANTED 100. nno people to drink
the mineral, cool, clear water of the
Aztec Spring.
It can be procured
by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
furnishes same to all the leading saloons and drug stores in the cPy.
Why drink muddy water from the hydrant or pipes when you can drink
clear and beneficial water from th
Aztec Spring.
CAXDELARIO MARTINEZ,
TRY A DOLLAR'S WORTH.
Pin a dol'ar bill to your name and
oddress, and we will mail the first
two lessons in our Shorthand, and we
guarantee you will write and read it
in a few hours, OR YOVR MONEY
BACK PROMPTLY!
YOU Rl'N NO RISK, NO LOSS,
BUT YOC GAIN A LOT. You don't
want reminding, that to take a note
in Shorthand of a conversation, a lecture, a sermon, resolution, or a minit stamps you as a brighter
ute;
and smarter man than the other fellow. We teach by mail or personally
at the College. SO EASY, SO TRUE,
SO PROFITABLE all your life.
Avoid procrastination and write
this minute. The man or woman who
puts it off is the one who is always
going to do it, and never does; and
therefore is the one left behind thet
has to put up with the crumbs instead of a good healthy meal, or big
wages; always hits such dilatory people, for it is they who are failures
in life. To earn more, learn more.
WRITE NOW.
To the Santa Fe Business College:
I will try to learn your Shorthand.
You promise I can write flnd read it
in a few days. Very well; I herewith pin a dollar bill (or a money order, or a cheque) and expect this dollar refunded, if I decide to return the
first two lessons.
Name
Shorthand.
Jl enclosed.
Address for mail
To the Santa Fe. Business College:
Send the first lesson in Blindfold
Touch Typewriting.
It teaches me
how to use all my fingers and nty
thumbs or the money back promptly.
Name
$1 enclosed.
Typewriting.
Address
th-a- t

Are You a Seller? An advertiseIn the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real ?
discussion in the very limited centers tate on the mflrket effectively. It wlh
of the social workers themselves. put the facts of your property before
if all possible buyer.
Now they are matters of national in- the eye
terest and we expect during the next
It will not pay you 10 waste your
three months to see them discussed
out your legal form
in every farmhouse and at every fire- time writing
when you can get them already printside in the country.
ed at the New Mexican Printing
The whole people are going to think
Company
and
is
about
MISS JANE ADDAMS.

learn

these things; that

ment

a very important thing.
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
It makes very little difference sees more people In one day than you
subjects.
All social workers are greatly inter- whether the party succeeds in this can see in a month.
Try one.
ested in the fact that this new party election or not; the good that will
has championed those causes which, come from this discussion cannot be
Today's news today, You get it In
heretofore, have been the subject of calculated.
the New Mexican.
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(Continued Prom Page
woman called on everybody
and pray.

been organized, its organizers have
in advance entertained at least a sus- their principles;
picion respecting
ut the delegates to this convention,

REVOLUTION WILL

FOG

M

One.1

The students assert that a hundred
tons of ice fell on the ship's decks
and that there was 13 feet of water
in the hold last Sunday.

JOSE CASTELLOT,

Uinu

IIIUII

RUEPBLIC

The crew, they said, were unable to
sleep in the forecastle after the collision. Several of the passengers had

narrow escapes.
Stevens continued: "Several Italians on board were seized with panic,
grabbed their bags and jumped into
the boats, if we. bad taken to the
boats there would have been no
chance ri being picked up as the
was said to be l')0 miles wide.
As a matter of fact, we did not sight
a boat for two days."
The captain asserts that the Corel-cafog-ban-

did not ship any water. The
held a meeting today, shortly
before their arrival and presented
Captain Cook with a gold watch and a
i:i se of gold.
pass-ei.ger- s

1
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MEXICAN SENATOR AND
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AGAIN

ON" PEACE

WILL
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BE

FOOTING!

Senator

Jose Castellot, president
of the Mexican senate and sovereign
of the Scottish
grand commander
Kite Masons in that republic, was the
g.iest of honor at a banquet given
at the Palace hotel last, night hy the
Santa Fe lodge of Scottish Rite Masons.
The Honorable J. Q. Fitch, .IS
degree Mason, of Socorro, presided as
toostmaster at the table where covers were laid for seventy. Those pros-- ,
ent included, besides a long list of
Santa Fe's most prominent Masons,
Hon. A. A. Keen, grany secretary of
the state lodge; Dr J. H. Roth, past;
grand master, and Hon. Paul Teutseh,
also high in Masonic circles, all of
Albuquerque and the Hon. .T. G.
Filch, 33 degree Mason, from Socor-

X SCHOOL GARDENS JUDGED
X
X
TOMORROW. X
The children's home gardens
X will be judged tomorrow i the X
ignorant of the things for
weather permits.
which tfipy stood, waited, with
X
Mrs. Lorin C. Collins, Miss
tiently folded hands, the appearance
of Mr. Roosevelt in the convention to
Bryan, of Espalona; Mrs. J. W. X
STATE SENATOR PANKEY RETURNS V Giddings, Mr. H. H. Dorman and X
tell them wlnt they believed.
Rev. J. M. Shimer have kindly X
"Fnon his aunearance he WE re- FROM VISIT WITH STATE SENATOR
consented to act as judges.
ceived with reverent adoration. With
X
The judges, together with the X
never
a spirit ot selt abnegation
HOST FAS A
MIERA AT CUBA
V four ward chairman, Mrs. John
witnessed since the charge of the
X H. Walker,
Blak'ava a
at
Mrs. T. Z. Winter, X
BEAUTIFUL HO&E
Light Brigade
Mrs. A. B. Renehan, and Mrs.
'There's not to reason why, their's
Frank Andrews will meet at the
but to do and die' sort of exaltation

"Follow, follow,
We will foMow Roosevelt,
Anywhere, everywhere
We will follow him.
"Follow, follow,
We will fol'ow Roosevelt,
Anywhere he leads us,
We will follow on.

There are five words in the English language that are not easily
ri eiled and yet they aie simple every"All of which being chanted to the
ro.
day words, meaning'
A judge's decision.
air of that stirring ditty, enravishing
Antonio
Hon.
the
dinner,
During
'We
titled
A receipt for anything.
don't know where we're goLucero, secretary of state,
Being contracted or curtailed.
ernor Prince, Judge Hanna, A. B. ing, but we're oh the way,' wrought
the multitude into such a state of
Act of lodging.
Renehan, Judge Wright, Dr. Wroth,
blind and benighted ido'atry that auTo persuade, a controversy.
Dr.
Francis
Wilson
and
Attorney
thentic information to the effect that
We declare there vs not one teach- Wheelon made short speeches.
the colonel had just waylaid a perer in Santa Fe that can spell the five
at
Castellot
Senator
spoke
length fectly respectable minister of the gos
words correctly (unless pupils of the
in
his country
him of his last
Santa Fe Business College) and these-ar- concerning conditions
pel and robbed
of the
month's
barred from the contest nor is and the relation of the people
donations
would
have
to
United
sister
States
the
republic,
there a pupil or a graduate of the He
brought fourth enthusiastic cheers for
would
that,
revolution
declared
the
the colonel and a vote of stern conhigh school that can do so.
be crushed within ninety days and
To those who go near the mark,
demnation for the man of God as the
or make a good showing by person that then President Madero could representative of a. dangerous and
of
cause
attention
the
his
give
or by letter, we wi!l nail to them free
iniquitous plutocracy.
of charge PULL knowledge of how to good government in Mexico. Public
"In form two thousand delegates,
use all their fingers and their thumbs, sentiment, he said, vas every day more or less,
gathered in (lie Colimore
and
war
bitter
growing
against
in fact, Blindfold Touch Typewriting.
seum; in reality Mr. Roosevelt met
the
The
thanked
senator
insurrectos.
No offense is meant to teachers or
the people of the United States in in convention at Chicago, made a congraduates; it is the way they have
Mex-- : fession of faith, gave his hand to the
been taught or want of being taught. general and the people of New
ico in particular for the moral sup colored brother from the North and
,
essen-We say Spelling is the most
- his foot to the colored brother from
tial study certainly before learn- port they were giving tfie administra- the South,
in their efforts to stamp out
adopted ft platform, nomition
ing dead languages, dead men, and
and place Mexico on a firm nated himself ana Brother Johnson,
the length and breadth of an Isosceles
nn.l nJl
J
fuu
foundation.
nujimruea wup ine ease of a
triangle, a rectangular prism, penta- thoroughly trained thimblerigger ply gon or a dodecagon. We should all
ing ins vocation among the rural visiknow that Queen Anne is dead; what 'A MANDATE I MUST
tors to the midway plaisance.
OBEY," HE SAYS.
matter the year?
"The campaign upon which we are
What boys and girls and grown ups
about to enter presents issues
of
(Continued from Page One.)
want is good SPELLING ESPEC-

.

j

IALLY.
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE.

principles of the republican party
and a tribute of Mr. Sherman, was
Work for the New Mexican. It is composed of caustic references to the
progressive party and its recent conworking for you, for Santa Fe and vention
which nominated
Colonel
the new slate.
New Mexicar

want

of

Roosevelt and Governor Hiram John
son for president and
a.'wayt
"We shall have arrayed against us
in the coming campaign our ancient
and hereditary enemy, the democratic
party," said he. "In addition we shall
be called upon to contend with some
former associates who have concluded to abandon their amiable custom
of firing upon the flag they have been
following, in order hat they may engage in the more honorable, but no
more effectual, occupation of assaulting it from the front.
"For the next few months our ears
are to be fil'ed with the voice of the
malcontent, strident and manykeyed,
calling upon the people to forsake the
tried and beaten naths of constitu- H'onal government, along which th'ej
walked with sure feet for more '
than a century, and enter upon a
conducted
personally
pilgrimage
through the political wilderness to a
promised land as shadowy and unsub-stantial as a desert mirage.
"The advance agents of this delir
ious excursion tarried a few days age
at Chicago, long enough to pool their
individual
grievances, visions and
vagaries in a bewildering farrago of
impractical political nostrums such
as never before has been collected af
one time outside the violent wards of
a maanouse.
Ana tnus me
progressive party was born, its sole
excuse for existence being the unfounded claim that its nominee for
the presidency ww defeated for a
t.

ads.

bring results.

THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

j

i

j

republican

$15

Lbs.

convention."

more serious moment to the American people than any they have confronted since the grave questions
which immediately preceded and accompanied the Civil war. The overshadowing question then was whether
the union, under the constitution
cfu'd be perpetrated; that which Con
ironts us today is whether the
itself, and the government
which the constitution- - established,
shall be preserved a question of
equal, if not greater gravity, since it
would be of little avail to have pre-- i
served the union from the chaos of
if the government of
disintegration
the union is to be given over to the
chaos of disorganization.
"The party to which we belong, Mr.
in

this

R ANDREWS
Phone 4.

1

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA

ron.

Chamber nf rnmmr
at v
1.30 p. m. to make a few
pre- - X First National bank.
liminary plans before starting
What are you paying for sugar? You
X out on their tour of inspection.
Fully one hundred years!
get l.jlbs for $1.00 at Andrews.
If any one knows the name of X
While the rooms of the Progressive
a child who is competing for the
headquarters are being put into
prizes and whose names was left
the IF MARY STILL HAS THAT
shape, preparatory to opening
out of the list published in the
campaign. E. C. Burke, assistant sec-New Mexican of Monday, Aug.
rotary and the busiest man In town,
19th, on page seven, they will
went up the canon today for one last j
please notify Mrs. J. W. Mayes,
fishing trip.
Telephone GO J.
A brisk, vigorous rub with a good She So Long Ago Did Keep,
wash rag helps the circulation, imWe Figure
proves the health. Special Turkish
wash rags at Zook's.
LOCAL MENTION
The Plaza Market Co. under the
Lamb Ere This,
management of Mr. Frank Mourer
of
line
to
add
a
their
few
in
will
days
WEATHER FORECAST.
meats a first class stock of groceries Has Grown To Be A Sheep !
Denver, Colo., Aug. 21. New
at
Mexico: Local showers tonight or V which will be full and complete
all times, and will handle everything That Mary sold her Lamb to us.
Thursday.
fhe markets afford in the eating line.
X JS
X,
Yesterday was partly cloudy, with Need not be among jour fears;
and thunderstorms over the
showers
151bs.
Andrews.
$1.00.
Sugar
The Lamb and Mutton purchased here
Still selling Ox Yokes at Goebels. mountains and in the distance. At
and
fell
rain
a
12:30
last
steady
night
Justice of the Peace Santos Ortiz
Is all of tender years !
today unite(l in marriage Francisco B continued until about 4:00, with a
downpour of .38 of an inch,
Padilla and Adela Bustamante of
The temperature was at its lowest
city.
3:55 a- m- 51 degrees, and at its
Avoid nervous shock. Don't take-a- t
a bath that is too cold. Get a baXn''gest at 4:30 p. m., 77 degrees. The
thermometer from Zook's.
.v3v forecast is Iocal showers tonight or
Phone 92.
The best yet. Adolph Seligman lias Thursday,
made a ten strike in his prices for the
special sale on Saturday, August 24.
See his advertisement. .
Wanted by the New Mexican office
a boy to carry papers. Must be reliable, ten to twelve years of age. '
Two automobiles
came in from
Plainview this morning on their way
to Las Vegas. After staying for dinner the nartv denarted on their mail.
There's lot of fruit, put up some of
it. Sugar wont cost much, vou get
lis lbs. for $1.00 at Andrews
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
The funeral of tihe two months old
infant son of Juan Alire took place
this afternoon from the Cathedral.
Interment was made in Rosario ceme-1

Little Lamb

That little

Plaza Market Co.

-

-

APRICOTS
NOW

-

the clarendon garden

j

!

tery.

j

You are never disappointed when
you rely on the Plaza Market, for
they are right up to the minute on
anything in the market line.
A camping party composed of Dr.
and Mrs. Miller, Dr. and Mrs. Free-- ;
the nation has many times defeated man and George Diltz left this morn-- ,
its republican rival in August;
but ing for Truchas to be absent for a
twice has it done so in November."
. week or ten days.
The speaker commented upon the
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and
platforms of the democratic and pro-- ;
parties and read excerpts ''ng all modern conveniences, includ-t'roa volume written by Governor ing electric light, steam heat and
Wilson w hom he declared a pedagogy, l aths, in the First National Bank
not a statesman.
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
A stands for Andrews and Andrews
He upheld the protective tariff and
said the thoughtful could see no prom-- Is the leader in up to date stunts in
isc of betterment "in the frantic cry the grocery business'.
The store,
for a change." He commended the; where you can get everything without!
;
recent vetoes of tariff bill by President shopping.
Tail and said the vetoes called for; Everything in the meat line at An-- j
the support of every citizen.
he said:
County Clerk M. A. Ortiz issued
"The crime of this new age is fren marriage licenses to Frank Mourer
zied speech and action;
lack of and Ida Rindfleisch and to Francisco
thought, a spurning of deliberation B. Padilla and Adela Bustamante all
ar'd of the weighing of consequences, of this city.
Make your bath brush more valu-craFakirs with projects to "get rich"
gaping crowds. Mad haste is able to you by securing one with good
the pastime of the multitude. Auto- - bristles. Zook has them.
mobile races to carry their passengers
Have you ever given it a thought
to death at a mile a minute. The what a long chance you are taking in
British board of trade attributes the leaving your valuable papers un
sinking of the Titanic with its tected around the house or office? It
cruel sacrifice of life of crew and of does not cost much to take NO
passengers to excessive speed. The CHANCE. See advertisement of the
third term party and candidate will
soon urge the country to like disaster
and ruin.
"We ask that the republican party'
and its candidate be tried upon the'
....
.'.-- L
lecord of service and accomplish-- !
ments. We near the end of President
Taft's term of service with our gov-- !
eminent at amity with all foreign
powers amid domestic tranquility and
with our people blessed by prosperity
and abundance, our navy among the!
foremost of the world, our army in a
high degree of excellence, our postal
service for the first time in its ais- the colossal
toryj
v
ul cflILI ui
triliuilfs anil isuiuuail
N
canal, almost a completed reality; our
j
'

What is Good Plumbing?
It is plumbing that

j

-

.cioiuu in me terms of that great
compact by the arogant and revolu- " J ".wl-amendment uy mis- wuB.i
appeals irom the mid- summer madness of that portion of
the people which can be fooled all
the time to the sober second
thought
of the great body of the American
electorate who will render judgment
in November."
SHERMAN ASSURES THEM
HE APPRECIATES HONOR.
James S. Sherman,
in accepting the
nomination of the republican partv, said

thorough sanitation.
It is our aim to
furnish plumbing

service that

-

'

n.i
fim,
condition of

thp fmiVonlinn r,ntnJ
form that rings true for patriotism
and constitutional government
and
worthily bestowed a
up on our present chief executive.
"Our party never before has
leirea a second nom 1 nat on fnr th

,

..

activity, vigor and health.
meeting the desires of the most opti-mistic and every department of the
government rendering proper and efiicient aid to law abiding citizens in ev- ery calling. Confident that the Ameri-- !
can people are not yet willing to de- stroy the constitution which hast
slood the test of more than a century;

on
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HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-oil-

A

y-

4
you will consider' that the rim of
the balance wheel traveU over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a specie of oil and a cleaning
tice a year. It will increase the
and accuracy of your watdv
Leave your watch with us

If

y.

E

Watches
and
Clocks.
" Timepieces That Are
Reliable.";
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The copies made are clean,
purple, green and red) do not rub or blur.

Made in six varieties:
wonderfully
and gives manifolding power f each:
long-live-

have appro ved
Cling system,, good
typewriters, good t aper

and distinct The inks (black, blue,
MultiKopy is clean to handle and
The following list names the varieties

REGULAR FINISH

HARD FINISH

MultiKopy. LtWt., 16; Medium, 6; Dilling, 4

Write for Free Sample Sheet
it for 100 letters. Mention your name, firm's name (or school) and
dealer's name in writing for sample.
0

r.

1

VOU

MultiKopT,LtWt,20;Mediiun8;Billini,6
WW

Star Brand Typewriter Ribbons

V,

"e" without clogging the type so as to show

,kBiSMi

on the paper.

NEWiMEXICAN PRINTING CO., AGENTS,
-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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CARBON
PAPER

'
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careful stenographers,
but many are unaware of
the need for good carbon
of the troubles
paper
poor copies may later
bring.
Be fortified against any
possible disadvantage occurring from the use of
wrong material. Take
advantage of the example
set by thousands of progressive business houses
and look into
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SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

SataSSTiSj

nim and the republican party on this
The president wired:
... am
... .. ..
1
very
mai me pudiic oust.
sorry
nfHno
,!
eS ,dentul,onan
Ian !ness prevents my presence at the
TM, di,t
SUght by! renion. I congratulate you and
n h
,he "art- - 011
nomination.
The
'V
A
nreH.ted
a
I
repub,lcan'
continues to be the
republican
party
(and squarely uponyal,
party plat- - p5rty of the constitution, the defend- uur guarantees oi civil noeny,
"I approve of the admirable state n vi
private property and pursuit of happi- and other civil rights; the up-- !
andi
arhlPvpLfP J an. ", nC1i'ieS
Ulev of law and order, the opponent
th? addleSs ae- t
"""nation
president; ot 60cialisnli the sturdy EUpporteP of
jhv William f
Howard Taft. fpon that
high comnensation for wa.e earners
platform and associated with Presl und our industrial nimposa thrnnch n
'!nt Taft I gratefully accent tihe
protective tariff. I am proud again to
nomination.
a n faint olanifinl Kio ftr
"Our opponents are divided into two
for that party, of conservatism, sanity
camps, rivaling each other in their ef- and
progress."
forts to excel in disturbing the civic
A Want Ad. in tho New Mexican
and economic order of the country.
The new party thrusts itself forward sees more people In one day than you
into the vacuum left by the phantoms can see in a month. Try one.
of other third parties
which havo
Latest sporting news In the Santa
passed Into oblivion. Oblivion, too,
awaits
The democratic party In Fe New Mer.lcan. Read It.
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TAFT SENDS HIS

VOte.

HEADQUATERS

xSIIlill

will

meet these requirements exactly.
Ask us for prices

resllt of
we calmly await the ides of Xovem- uireft!l

-

2nt?,(n,0t

yJLJi

pro-awf-

,

THE JEWELER.

combines the

three points of reliability, long service, and

I

j

Senator Sutherland briefly reviewed
the question of contested delegates af in part:
the republican convention with the
"Gentleman, of the committee
You
contention that President Taft's nomthe IS states' of the Union
represent
ination was gotten fairly and honest- and eight million
republican voters in
ly. He referred to the published our wide domain. You bear the
roi',- statement that some of the Roosevelt
tu conve
h"
",n
esenHnf,
contests had been set afoot for a
them, met in Chicago in
effect.
June. The annals ot American
parties
"It would be a strange rule of evi- do not
dence which would require us fo ac- political gathering conducted with
cept the testimony of a buccaneering more openness, fairness, deliberation,
psychologist who confesses to an at- sobriety and worthy purpose than that
tempt to purloin the larger portion for which you speak.
'.Not deceived by the
of an honest man's property, as con
clamor of
elusive evidence of the psychologist's those who attempted to bolster up
v Knn,.nn
titl tn tha famninitci. rf Uta tiAnact Claims Without tlacia
"""" cuo v
contests resting on a foundation so
mans possessions," he continued.
"There never has been in all
'"the light of investig,
.
...eucu away ime
mu.e unique convention uiau
lui.v
that of the progressive party at Chi- - sllow "i a furnace heat, and were re-cago. Heretofore, when a party has J''ted by quite or nearly an unanimous

S . SPITZ,

MISS A. MUGLER,

drc-w-

e

sub-

HATS,
FEATHERS,
ET6.

e

preme contest for the independence
and integrity of the judicial
tri.
bunals of the land, without which the
Ri'aranty of life, liberty and property
0ld oe a meaningless platitude. It
stands for the settled rule of imper-havsonaI government, as opposed to the
shifty opportunism of personal ma- nmulation
for the liberty and order
ot general law, as against the
tyranny
of special edicts of
changing men. It
ulants itself upon the impregnable
idinparts ot the constitution,
and,

i"u"'suiig against any

LATEST IN

j

su-- :

....

$1.00

"Sandoval
county is wonderfully
rich," said State Senator B. F. Pank-- .
ey, rich cowman and rancher who ar-- j
rived in Santa Fe today after a visit
A.
with State Senator Epimenio
Miera, at Mr. Miern's palatial home
i.i Cuba, N. M
"I had never been
in Sandoval
county before," said Mr. Pankey, "but
I am going again.
It is one of the
lef.st known and most wonderfully
rich counties in the state in undeThe top
veloped natural resources.
has only been scratched. I never
realized' what there was In this state
rntil I made this trip. Senator Miera
treated me like a prince. He has a
beautiful home, modern in every way,
furnished with costly carpets, curtains and although so far from a railroad, he has every comfort of a city,
except electric lig'.its.
"I also went to the Jemez country.
I never say such wonderful resources
as are up there. There is an immense
timber country that one day will pro- lnmhoi- flllpA n Tinnilrtwl fnrhinoa in
fmm
Thprp are minerals nf nil
gold to sulphur. Great mountains of
sulphur are found where hot springs
giish up. You can get wagon loads
of pure sulphur right now with a
pick and shovel and I saw an entire
mo intain of rure soda with soda and
li hia springs bubbling out of it. The
agriculture in Sandoval county has
only begun to be developed. Sandoval
of
county can support thousands
farmers when a railroad is run
through there which eventually will
be done. The livestock industry there
is without limit.
I sav some of the
'"est
iar.d in the country there,
dna M,me f" tne Ianes ranse sr .ck
in uie tune, i went; mere on me :n- vitation of Mr. Miera, but I did not
realize what I was going to see. New
Mexico is certainly a state of plenty
a regular garden of Eden and all
we need is the people.
on my ranch
"Range condition
were never better. The grass is deep
and heavy and there is an abundance
cf water. Cattle are slick and fat
and I ;rdiet a big year for cattlemen in New Mexico."

n

stands

FALL MILLINERY

ERFULLY RIC

led by the grand young man from
Indiana, devout but. tuneful, the assembled vassals proclaimed their joyous intellectual surrender to the feud
al lord in the fol'owing
hymn of
driveling irresponsibility:

is the difference
between
Mary's little lamb then and now?

What

SANDOVAL COUNTY

BE CRUSHED SOON::

to kneel
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